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by
_ Lisa Tracy Bennett

Committee Chairman: Dennis R. Dean
Anaerobic Microbiology

(ABSTRACT)

Nitrogenase-catalyzed nitrogen fixation is a biochemically and genetically complex process

requiring the participation of a number of different mf (nitrogen fixation) gene products.

The m_fg (electron transport), (mf gene regulation) and mfg (FeMo-cofactor

biosynthesis) genes from Azotobacter vinelandii were genetically analyzed. The nucleotide

sequence of the @ gene, which encodes a flavodoxin, was determined. Specific @

mutation strains indicated that in A vinelandii flavodoxin is not the unique physiological

electron donor to nitrogenase. The @ gene appears to be constitutively expressed but

under nitrogen fixing conditions @ gene expression is stimulated.

The nucleotide sequence of was determined. This gene encodes a M, = 58,100

polypeptide which shares significant sequence identity with the genes from other

organisms and which has a consensus ATP binding site and consensus DNA binding site.

A potential regulatory gene precedes and is apparently co-transcribed with Specific

mutation strains were incapable of diazotrophic growth and failed to accumulate the

nitrogenase structural gene products.

The ß gene product is proposed to form a complex with the gene product on

which the FeMo-cofactor of the MoFe protein is synthesized. The FeMo-cofactor binding



regions in the MoFe protein and the NifEN complex are unknown but are expected to be

similar. A potential FeMo·cofactor binding domain in NifE was altered, using a site-

directed mutagenesis/gene replacement strategy, to more closely duplicate the corresponding

region in the MoFe protein a-subunit. The diazotrophic growth capabilities of several of

the ß site—directed mutation strains were signiticantly reduced. The results of this study

were discussed in terms of a model developed for the assignment of metallocluster binding

ligands in the nitrogenase MoFe protein.
A
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

Nitrogen is a component of DNA and protein, and consequently it is essential for life.

A continual cycling of nitrogen through the biosphere is maintained by the activity of

bacteria. Nitrate (NO,'), nitrite (NO,‘), ammonia (NH,) and dinitrogen (N,) are

interconverted by the processes of nitrification (NH, -» NO,° —• NO,’), denitriiication (NO,’

—> N,) and nitrogen fixation (N, -> NH,). Nitrate and ammonia appear to be the preferred

nitrogen sources for most plants and bacteria, respectively, while organic N-containing

compounds from plants and animals are the most common nitrogen sources for animals.

The process of denitrification is responsible for a loss of fixed nitrogen sources from the

soil. In soils being continually cultivated nitrogen is usually the limiting nutrient. Nitrogen

fixation is necessary to restore the fixed nitrogen levels in the soil by converting

atmospheric dinitrogen to ammonia. Biological and industrial nitrogen fixation are the

two most important means of obtaining fixed nitrogenous compounds for plant growth.

The Haber Bosch process for the chemical synthesis of ammonia from dinitrogen and

hydrogen is the most extensively used industrial process for this purpose. This process

requires very high temperatures and pressures and consequently demands a large amount

of energy. Approximately 50 x
10‘ metric tons of. industrially synthesized ammonia are

applied to the soil annually. Biological nitrogen fixation is performed exclusively by

bacteria. This process converts dinitrogen to ammonia under physiological conditions

1
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(25°C, 1 atm) and accounts for approximately 150 x 106 metric tons of ammonia per year

(ie. three times the amount of ammonia produced industrially).

Biological nitrogen fixation was first described in 1888 by H. Hellreigel and H. Wilfarth

(114). They presented data demonstrating that atmospheric dinitrogen was the sole source

of nitrogen for leguminous plants. They also stated that leguminous plants required a

symbiotic association with a microorganism in order to use molecular nitrogen as a nitrogen

source. In that same year, Beyerinck reported the isolation and cultivation of

microorganisms capable of nitrogen fixation from the root nodules of many different

leguminous plants. To date, a nitrogen fixing species of bacteria has been identified from

all the major physiological groups including the following: 1) the free-living obligate

anaerobe Clostridium pasteurianum, the free-living facultative anaerobe Klebsiella

pneumoniae, the free-living obligate aerobes Azotobacter vinelandii and Azotobacter

chroococcum, the fast and slow growing symbiotic organisms Rhizobium and

Bradyghizobium japonicum, respectively, the photosynthetic blue-green alga Anabaena, the

photoautotrophic cyanobacterium Rhodobacter capsulatus, the non—leguminous symbiont

Azosgirillum brasilense, the chemolithotrophic H2-utilizing organism Xanthobacter

autotrophicus, the heterotrophic sulfur oxidizer Thiobacillus ferrooxidans and the

methanogenic archaebacterium Methanococcus thermolithotroghicus.

Azotobacter vinelandii is the nitrogen fixing organism used in this study. It is a motile,

Gram negative, ovoid bacterium isolated from alkaline soils and is one of only a few species

of aerobic diazotrophic organisms known. gt. vinelandii does not form a symbiotic

relationship with leguminous plants but is instead a free-living nitrogen-fixer. This organism
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provides an excellent system in which to study the genetics of biological nitrogen üxation

because it possesses a natural transformation system; its physiology has been extensively

studied; the DNA is easily extractable; growth rates are high; and handling is simple. A
vinelandii, and all other diazotrophic organisms, possess a nitrogen fixing system which

catalyzes the reduction of dinitrogen to ammonia. A vinelandii is unusual in that it

possesses three nitrogen fixing systems; one is referred to as the conventional nitrogen

fxation system and the other two are called the alternative nitrogen fixation systems.

Conventional nitrogen fixation is catalyzed by the complex metallo-enzyme nitrogenase.

The nitrogenase complexes isolated from many different nitrogen fixing organisms are

remarkably similar in amino acid sequence, predicted secondary structure, protein

composition and metal content, all of which is suggestive of a conserved catalytic

mechanism.

Nitrogenase Structure and Mechanism of Action

Nitrogenase is a complex metallo-enzyme composed of two separately puriüable proteins,

the Fe protein (dinitrogenase reductase or component—2) and the MoFe protein

(dinitrogenase or component-1). The Fe protein is a dimeric protein of identical subunits

with a native molecular weight of approximately 64,000. A single [4Fe—4S] cluster is

believed to be symmetrically bridged between the two subunits (76). The Fe protein also

harbors two ATP binding sites per dimer. A characteristic S = 3/2 electron paramagnetic

resonance (EPR) signal is associated with isolated Fe protein. (70, 118, 145, 235) The

MoFe protein is an azßz tetrameric protein of two nonidentical subunits with a native

II
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molecular weight of 220,000 (Mr, = 50,000 and Mrß = 60,000). The metal content of

theMoFeprotein consists of 2 Mo, 32 Fe, and 32S"atoms arranged in at least two distinct

types of metal clusters, designated the P clusters and the FeMo-cofactors (116, 171, 196).

The four P clusters are proposed to be Fe-S centers of unknown structure and the two

FeMo-cofactors are metal clusters also of unknown structure containing one Mo, 6-8 Fe,

and 6-8 acid labile S' atoms. The FeMo-cofactor is the species responsible for the

characteristic electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) signal of the MoFe protein and is the

proposed site of substrate binding and reduction (77, 171).

The minimum requirements for the enzymatic reduction of dinitrogen to ammonia are

the two component proteins, a low potential reductant, MgATP, a source of electrons,

protons, and an anaerobic environment. The reaction catalyzed by nitrogenase is the

following:

N, + 16MgATP + 8H* + 8e‘ —• NH, + H, + 16MgADP + 16P,.

The energetically wasteful ATP-dependent evolution of H, appears to be obligatorily

coupled to the reduction of N, (30, 203, 208). However, the amount of H, evolved is

dependent on the growth conditions. Under optimum conditions, a minimum of 25% of

the electron flux is shuttled to proton reduction (203). Q vltg H, production is a function

of the ratio and concentration of the component proteins. In general, lower Fe

protein/MoFe protein ratios favor H, evolution over NH, production (240). For optimal

Q N, reduction, Fe protein/MoFe protein ratios of between three and five have been
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TABLE 1. Substrates of nitrogenase.

Substrat: ° K,,,(mM)‘ Equationf

Dinilrogcn N¤N 0.1 N2 + 811* + 8c* —» 2N1-1, +2 112
Azidc · [N=N*—-N*]* 1.0 N; + 311* + 2:* —» N, + NH,

N; + 711* + 6c* —» N21l, + NH,
N; + 9H* + 8:* —» 3NH,

Nilrous oxid: N¤N*-0" · 1.0 N2O + 2H* + 2:* -» N2 + H10
Cyanid: - [C=N]* 0.4-1.0 { CN' + 711* + 6c* —• C1-1, + NH,

CN* + 5H* + 4:* —• C1-1,NH2
Alkyl cyanidcs R-CEN 10->500 _RCN + 6H* + 6:* —» RCH, + NH,
Alkyl isocyanidcs R-·N*=¤C* ~ 0.2-25 RNC + 611* +6:* -• RN11, + C11, ‘

_ 21{NC + 811* + 8:* -• ZRNI1, + C211,
2RNC + 1011.* +10:* —»2RNH, + C2l-1,,
3RNC + 121-1* +12:* —» 3RNH2 + C,1-1,,
3RNC + 14H* +14:* —-• SRNH2 + C,H„

Acctylcnc HCäC1-1 0.1-0.3 CZHI + 2H* + 2:* —» C2H,
Alkyncs RCECI-1 RCE-CH + 2H* + 2:* —• RCH=CH2
Allcnc 1-12C=C=C1-12 0.43 1·12C=C=C1-12+21-1* + 2:* —»

H,C—CH=CH2
Cyclopropcn: _ A 0.1-0.14 { -A +21-1* -1- 2c* —• A

A +2H* + 2:* -+ H,C—CH=CH2_ /\ A
Diazxrinc N=N 0.08 { N/{N + 6H* -1- 6:* —• C1·1,NH2 + NH,

N=N + 8H* + 8:* -• CH, + 2NH,
_ (H2 also cvolvcd)

llydrogcn ion (proton) H* — 2H* + 2c* -• H2 _

_ °Thc Michaelis constant (K,„) is II mcasurc of th: intcmction hctwccn sulvstratc und cnzymc. T11: lowcr
lhc valuc uf K,„, llu.: mon: cflicicntly lhc substmtc hinds to lhc CHZYIIIC.
1c' rcfcrs to an clccxron.

Taken from Postgate, Fundamentals Q Nitrogen Fixation. 1982. Cambridge University Press,
Cambridge, 39.
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reported to be necessary. In addition to being a product of nitrogenase, H2 is also an

inhibitor of nitrogenase activity. Some organisms, including Q vinelandii, have developed

hydrogen uptake systems coupled to the respiratory chain to recapture some of the energy

lost by nitrogenase catalyzed H2 evolution and to lower the concentration of HZ available

to function as an inhibitor of nitrogenase activity (166, 207).

The mechanism of nitrogenase action has been extensively studied in Q. vinelandii and

in the facultative anaerobe K. pneumoniae and shown to be extremely complex (121, 122,

219, 220, 221). A comprehensive understanding of the mechanism of nitrogenase must

await the elucidation of the structures of the metal clusters contained within the Fe and

MoFe proteins, particularly of the FeMo-cofactor. Some insight into how and where

nitrogen üxation occurs on the nitrogenase complex comes from studying the reduction of

substrates other than N2. Besides N2 and protons nitrogenase reduces a number of different

triple bond-containing compounds including acetylene, azides, cyanides, cyclopropene,

nitrous oxide, methylisocyanide, and cyanamide (141)(see Table 1). Carbon monoxide acts

as an inhibitor of the nitrogenase catalyzed reduction of all of these substrates except

protons. Reduction of acetylene to ethylene is the standard assay used for measuring Q

@ and Q g nitrogenase activity due to its ease and sensitivity.

The pathway of electron transport to nitrogenase is known for K pneumoniae. The

oxidation of pyruvate to acetyl-CoA and CO, is coupled to the reduction of flavodoxin

through a pymvatezflavodoxin oxidoreductase (200). Reduced flavodoxin (Em < -400 mV)

donates single electrons to the Fe protein. Reduced Fe protein binds two molecules of

MgATP and associates with the MoFe protein where it functions as the unique reductant
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N2 + 66 + 611+ + 16611--211112 + 1-12 +16A.DP‘ -1- 16Pi

Fe Protein MoFe Protein

I
/N2 + 8H*

+2Pi+.-....18X
2 ZNH3 + H2

FIGURE 1. Diagrammatic rcprescntation of thc pathway of clcctron How through
nitrogcnasc including thc substratcs and thc products of thc rcaction catalyzcd by
nitrogcnase.
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of the MoFe protein (69). Transfer of a single electron from the Fe protein to the MoFe

protein is coupled to the hydrolysis of two molecules of MgATP to two molecules of

MgADP and two Pi (30, 69). Oxidized Fe protein dissociates from the MoFe protein and

is reduced by flavodoxin to continue the reduction cycle. The cycle must be repeated at

least eight times with the consequent consumption of at least 16 ATP molecules before ·

dinitrogen can be reduced to two molecules of ammonia (69). The association and

dissociation cycle of the Fe protein and the MoFe protein is the proposed rate-limiting step

in the reaction (219). In the obligate anaerobe Clostridium pasteurianum, pyruvate

metabolism is coupled to the reduction of a ferredoxin rather than to a tlavodoxin which

in turn donates electrons to nitrogenase (146). In A vinelandii the physiological source of

reducing equivalents, as well as the low potential reductant of the Fe protein, is unknown

but is expected to be more complex, possibly involving the membrane generated proton
4

motive force (67).

The structure and activity of all nitrogenases studied, despite the physiologically diverse

organisms from which they come, are remarkably similar. In fact, in most cases the mixing

of puritied component proteins from different organisms results in nitrogenase activity as

measured by acetylene reduction, N2 reduction, H, evolution, and MgATP hydrolysis (55).

One exception is with the component proteins from Q. pasteurianum nitrogenase (54).

The Fe protein from Q. gasteurianum and the MoFe protein from A. vinelandii associate

to form an inactive, tight binding complex which consists of two moles Q. pasteurianum Fe

protein bound to one mole A. vinelandii MoFe protein (56).

For turnover, nitrogenase requires an reducing environment. The MoFe protein and
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particularly the Fe protein, as well as flavodoxin and ferredoxin, are irreversibly inactivated

by oxygen (30). The obligate and facultative anaerobes meet the requirement for a reduced

environment by only üxing nitrogen in the absence of oxygen. However, obligate aerobes
V

like A vinelandii and A. chroococcum are dependent upon oxygen for growth. How these

organisms maintain both nitrogen fixation and respiration simultaneously without inactivating

nitrogenase is not fully understood. Several means of protection against oxygen damage

have been suggested to occur in Azotobacter. When the oxygen concentration reaches a
V

certain level in the cell, nitrogenase assumes an inactive, yet oxygen tolerant conformation;

this phenomenon is called conformational protection (80). An Fe—S protein isolated from

A. vinelandii (known as Fe-S protein H, Shethna protein or ferredoxin II) is proposed to

associate reversibly with the nitrogenase proteins to form an oxygen tolerant three

component complex (176, 187, 188). The Fe-S protein H appears to contain two [2Fe-2S]

clusters which are proposed to oxidize the metalclusters within the nitrogenase proteins,

particularly the [4Fe-4S] center within the Fe proteins (176, 188). Azotobacter also possess

a very high rate of respiration, shuttling the reducing power through the electron transport

chain for the reduction of oxygen, and the subsequent generation of ATP by oxidative

phosphorylation, before the oxygen can diffuse into the cell. This protection mechanism

is known as "respiratory protection" (80). Some organisms utilize physical barriers to

maintain a low intracellular oxygen concentration including slime production, thick cell walls

and clumping of cells. The photosynthetic cyanobacteria, including Anabaena,

compartmentalize the oxygen requiring and oxygen sensitive processes in two different cell

types (74). Photosynthesis occurs in the vegetative cells, and nitrogen fixation occurs in
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differentiated cells called heterocysts, which provide an anaerobic environment in which

nitrogenase can function by minimizing the diffusion of oxygen into the cell and by

eliminating the Photosystem H, the oxygen generating arm of the photosynthetic apparatus

(74).

In addition to oxygen, ammonia has been implicated in the regulation of nitrogenase

enzyme activity in a few organisms. Although ammonia repression of nitrogenase synthesis

is established, the inhibition of nitrogenase activity by ammonia is not as well defined.

Short-term nitrogenase ”switch-off' by ammonia occurs in many species of Rhodospirillaceae,

where this phenomenon has been most extensively studied (250). In the photosynthetic

diazotroph Rhodospirillum @@:3, the Fe protein of the nitrogenase complex is covalently

modified by ADP-ribosylation to an inactive form in response to the dark, as well as

toammonia(163). Specifically, a dinitrogenase reductase ADP-ribosyltransferase (DRAT) uses

NAD as a ribosyl donor to modify arginine residue 101 of the Fe protein resulting in the

inactive Fe protein (125). The reactivation of modified Fe protein is catalyzed by

dinitrogenase reductase activating glycohydrolase (DRAG) which removes the covalently

bound ribosyl moiety attached at arg101 (182). Purified 3. i_; DRAT catalyzes the

ADP·ribosylation of the Fe proteins of A. vinelandii, 3. pneumoniae, and Q. pasteurianum

at the analogous arg residues within these proteins (124, 126). However, this reaction does

not appear to be physiologically significant in these organisms, in part due to the inability

to isolate the DRAT and DRAG proteins or the genes which encode these proteins from

these organisms (126).
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Genetics of Nitrogenase

The biochemical complexity of nitrogenase is reflected in the genetic organization of the

genes involved in the synthesis of a competent nitrogenase complex. In E. pneumoniae

20 nitrogenase (mf) specific genes are clustered in a single regulon and arranged in eight

transcriptional units (2). The nucleotide sequence of the entire @ gene cluster in g

pneumoniae has been determined (2, 32, 191, 214, 94, 83, 13, 195, 14, 161, 46, 48, 29, 28,

109). In A. vinelandii 18 of these genes have been isolated and sequenced; @ and

my have not been identified in A. vinelandii (96, 11, 12, 14, 20, 21 , 23, 39, 101,). These

genes encode the nitrogenase structural proteins (y, mfg, and @{), the mf-specific

electron transport proteins (gi and @), the _1m‘-specific regulatory elements (mg and

my), the proteins involved in processing and maturation of the structural proteins (mfß,

my, m_fm, my, mfQQ, y) and the gene products of

unknown function (gg, y'). The identification and organization of the mf genes

was accomplished by complementation analyses, cloning of the genes, identification of

the mf encoded polypeptides, and DNA sequencing analyses. A comparison of the

organization of the @ genes in _I§. pneumoniae and A. vinelandii demonstrates that

although the sequential arrangement of the @ genes is identical in both organisms, the

spatial arrangement is different (Fig. 2). Specifically, the @ genes of A. vinelandii are

separated by a number of potential coding regions of unknown importance, which have not

been identified in the E pneumoniae @ cluster. Open reading frame (ORF) 2, ORF3,

ORF8 and the fdxm (Fig. 2) gene appear to have counterparts in the photosynthetic

diazotrophic organism Rhodobacter capulatus (130). Orf6 appears to have a counterpart
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FIGURE 2. Comparison of the organization of the major gi clusters from A vinelandii
(lower portion) and K. pneumoniae (upper portion). Arrows indicate the approximate
positions of identitied or proposed @°-specific promoters and the direction of transcription.
A. vinelandii genes whose deduced amino acid sequences exhibit identity with the @ genes
products of K pneumoniae are represented by the appropriate letter designation. Open
reading frames (ORFs) which are potentially cotranscribed with the gif genes or are
preceded by a consensus @ -speciHc promoter sequence are numbered. The numbering
at the bottom refers to kilobases of DNA sequenced.
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TABLE 2. Proposed functions of the @ gene products.

@ GENE GENE PRODUCT FUNCYION

H Fe protein subunit and FeMo-cofactor biosynthesis
D a-subunit of the MoFe protein
K ß-subunit of the MoFe protein

M Maturation of the Fe protein

E FeMo-cofactor biosynthesis
N FeMo-cofactor biosynthesis
B FeMo-cofactor biosynthesis
Q FeMo-cofactor biosynthesis
V FeMo-cofactor biosynthesis (homocitrate synthase)

U Maturation and/or stability of the Fe protein
S Maturation and/or stability of the Fe protein

W Maturation and/or stability of the MoFe protein
Z Maturation and/or stability of the MoFe protein

T Unknown
X Unknown
Y Unknown

F Electron transport to nitrogenase (flavodoxin)
J Electron transport to nitrogenase (pyruvatezflavodoxin

oxidoreductase)

A Regulation of gf gene expression (positive activator)
L Regulation of gf gene expression (negative regulator of

NifA) _
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in both Q. capsulatus (130), Anabaena (personal communication) and Q. japonicum

(personal communication). The conservation of these sequences and the location on the

chromosomes of Q. vinelandii and Q, cagsulatus suggest that these ORFs encode gene

products which function in nitrogen fixation. Furthermore, the Q genes of Q vinelandii

are separated into two linkage groups; the major Q gene cluster contains

nifI-IDKTYENXUSVWZMF (96) and another contains _rQA_QQ (see this work and 101).

Finally, in Q vinelandii, the Q gene is transcribed in the same direction astheoperon

while in Q pneumoniae Q is transcribed in the opposite direction (2, 46). Fig.

2 compares the Q gene clusters of Q. pneumoniae and Q. vinelandii, and Table 2 lists the

proposed products and functions of the known Q-specific genes. The remainder of this

discussion will address the known functions of the Q gene products. The genetics and

regulation of the alternative nitrogenases will also be discussed.

Fe protein: Q

The Q gene encodes the Fe protein component of the nitrogenase complex. The Fe

protein functions as the unique ATP-dependent one electron donor to the MoFe protein

component of nitrogenase (30, 91, 99, 119, 202, 224, 233, 236). In addition to its essential

function in nitrogenase catalysis, the Fe protein is also necessary for the biosynthesis of

the FeMo·cofactor (172, 175). This function of the Fe protein was identified in Q

vinelandii by studying a specific in-frame deletion strain (174,175). This strain

accumulated the MoFe protein subunits but was devoid of Q Q MoFe protein activity

(174, 175) . However, addition of purified FeMo·cofactor to a crude extract of this Q

III
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· FIGURE 3. Proposed ligation of the [4Fe-4S] center in the Fe protein (taken from
Hausinger and Howard, 1983).
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deletion strain reconstituted MoFe protein activity (175).

The gfI_-1 gene has been isolated and sequenced in the following organisms: K.

gneumoniae (191, 215), A vinelandii (21), Q. gasteurianum (34), Rhizobium grggß (192),

Parasgonium Rhizobium (193), Rhizobium (222), Bradyghizobium jaynicum (60),

Rhodobacter cagsulatus (105), Rhizobium (168), Rhizobium strain ANU240 (6),

Anabaena 7120 (139), Thiobacillus ferrooxidans (165), strain HRN18a (154),

strain Ar13 (155), A Methanobacterium (206), Methanococcus

thermolithotrophicus (206), and Methanococcus (207). The degree of amino acid

sequence identity deduced from the nucleotide sequence of thesei genes correlates with

the biochemical relatedness observed by the Fe proteins isolated fromldifferent organisms.

Sequence comparisons reveal significant overall identities with several regions exhibiting

almost perfect identities. These regions include the following: 1) four invariantly conserved

Cys residues (Cys39, Cys98, Cys133, Cys185). The conserved Cys residues are surrounded

by other strongly conserved residues; 2) an Arg residue at position 101 (numbering

represents that in A vinelandii), and 3) a consensus ATP binding sequence (G-X-X-G-K-

S). The N—terminal amino acids are also partially conserved while the C·terminal residues

exhibit a signiticant but lower degree of sequence conservation.

Correlation of the sequence analyses with the biochemical and physical data has revealed

some of the functional regions of the Fe protein. The Fe protein is homodimer containing

a single [4Fe-4S] cluster which is thought to be symmetrically bridged between the two

subunits and ligated to the protein subunits by cysteinyl ligands (76). The Cys residues

functioning as ligands to the [4Fe-4S] cluster in A vinelandii (Cys98 and Cys133) were
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identified by chemical modification with iodoacetate (76). The results of recent site—directed

mutagenesis studies are consistent with a potential role for these Cys residues as ligands to

the Fe-S cluster (88). Analysis of the deduced amino acid sequence of gifj did not

„ identify a typical bacterial ferredoxin type [4Fe-4S] cluster binding region

(CysxxCysxxCysxxxxCys) (24). The region surrounding Cys98 and Cys133 exhibits limited

sequence identity with other known Fe·S binding sites. In addition, the [4Fe-4S] center of

the Fe protein is spectroscopically distinct from the [4Fe-4S] centers contained in other

proteins as determined by EPR analysis (145, 158, 71). This difference in EPR spectra may

be a' result of the different environments shown to exist around the respective clusters to

these different proteins.

To function as the specific electron donor to the MoFe protein, the Fe protein must

bind and hydrolyze two molecules of MgATP (119, 99, 224, 233, 91, 202, 236). The details

of MgATp hydrolysis, electron transport and component protein association in relation to

nitrogenase catalysis are not well understood. However, the binding of MgATP to isolated

Fe protein results in a number of biochemical and biophysical alterations which include 1)

a reduction in the redox potential of the Fe-S center (145, 251), 2) a change in the

lineshape of the EPR signal (158, 251), 3) an increase in the susceptibility of the Fe-S

center to removal by chelation (120, 228) and 4) an alteration in the reactivities of certain

thiol groups (76). A consensus ATP—binding site (G-X—X—G—K—S) was identified in the gf}

coding sequence (75). Chemical modification studies have also identified at least one Cys

residue as potentially being at or near the ATP-binding site (76).

As previously stated, the conservation of the Arg residue at position 101 (numbering as

II
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in A vinelandii) of the predicted amino acid sequences of all Fe proteins sequenced is

conserved. In the photosynthetic organism Rhodospirrilum ;u, Arg101 is ADP- _
ribosylated to covalently modify the Fe protein to an inactive form in response to the dark

and to ammonia (163). In Q. pneumoniae, A. vinelandii and Q. pasteurianum Arg101 of

the Fe protein is a substrate for ADP-ribosylation Q @ resulting in the inactivation of

their catalytic function, but Q @ this modification of the Fe protein has not been

demonstrated (125, 163). Arg100 has been suggested to reside at a position in the tertiary

structure of the Fe protein which interacts with the MoFe protein (126). When the Fe

protein of Q. gasteurianum is ADP-ribosylated, it can no longer form an irreversible

complex with the A. vinelandii MoFe protein. There is also evidence that Arg101 may

be important for electron transfer from the Fe protein to the MoFe protein. (33, 123) It

was found that when Arg101 is substituted to His101, the Fe protein is no longer a

substrate for ADP—ribosylation. In addition this mutant Fe protein cannot catalyze proton

or acetylene reduction, but it can hydrolyze MgATP (123).

MoFe Protein: ß and @

The MoFe protein is an azßz tetrameric metalloprotein which functions in the terminal

step of dinitrogen reduction to ammonia. The cz- and ß-subunits of the MoFe protein are

encoded by the @ and Qf_L( genes, respectively. The amino acid sequence of the a-

subunit deduced from the nucleotide sequence of QfQ has been determined from the

following nine organisms: Q. pneumoniae (2, 94), A. vinelandii (21), Q. pasteurianum (231),

Q. jagonicum (106), Parasponia Rhizobium (238), cowpea Rhizobium strain IRc78 (247),

II
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Anabaena 7120 (61, 117), B. capsulatus (189) and Thiobacillus ferrooxidans (170). The

amino acid sequence of the B-subunit deduced from the DNA sequence of has been

determined from the following seven organisms: K. pneumoniae (2, 83, 209), A. vinelandii

(21), Q. pasteurianum (231), §_. jagonicum (218), Parasgnia Rhizobium (238), Anabaena

7120 (131) and Thiobacillus ferrooxidans (170). Q. pasteurianum MoFe protein subunits

exhibit the least overall identity to the subunits of other organisms. Several features are

strictly conserved in each of the subunits including the following: 1) five invariantly

conserved Cys residues in the a-subunit (Cys62, Cys88, Cys154, Cys183, Cys275) and three

invariantly conserved Cys residues in the B-subunit (Cys70, Cys93, Cys153) all of which are

contained within highly conserved regions, and 2) the presence of only one Cys residue (in

the cz-subunit) located within a region exhibiting some identity with a characteristic bacterial

ferredoxin-like [4Fe-4S] cluster binding region (24).

Intersubunit comparisons between the cz- and ß-subunits demonstrate sequence

conservation around the first three invariant Cys residues. However, the importance of
these identities has been questioned because of the different predicted secondary structures

in the similar regions of the respective subunits (22, 40) Comparisons between the oz-

subunit of the MoFe protein and the @-encoded polypeptide and between the ß-subunit

of the MoFe protein and the Q-encoded polypeptide demonstrated significant sequence

identities especially around the conserved Cys residues (23, 39). All of these observations

have been useful in targeting specific amino acid residues as potential ligands to the metal

clusters within the MoFe protein for further analyses.

The nature of the metal clusters within the MoFe protein has been studied using cluster
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extrusion procedures (116, 150, 196), Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) (57, 71, 234,

248), Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) (36, 52), Magnetic Circular

Dichroism (MCD) (210), and Mossbauer spectroscopy (205, 90, 133, 248, 49), but little

information is available conceming the structure and location of the metal clusters.

Extrusion studies demonstrated at least two different types of metal clusters within the

MoFe protein, Fe-S clusters (P centers) and FeMo-cofactor (M centers) (116, 150, 196).

Sixteen Fe atoms are released from the MoFe protein as four [4Fe—4S] clusters after

treatment with thiols in the presence of a denaturing organic solvent (116). Whether the
l

~ 16 Fe atoms exist as four [4Fe—4S] centers in the native protein has not been deiinitively

established (248). The spectroscopic properties of the Fe-S clusters within the MoFe

protein are distinct from the properties of Fe-S clusters in other proteins. This physical

difference correlates with the presence of only one characteristic bacterial ferredoxin type

[4Fe—4S] binding site within the MoFe protein subunits (24). The remaining metal atoms, ,

two Mo, 12-16 Fe, and 12-16 S‘atoms are extruded by anaerobic acid/base treatment of the

native MoFe protein followed by extraction with N-methylformamide (NMF) (196). The

structure of the FeMo-cofactor, which is unique among Mo containing cofactors, is

unknown. Recent data suggests that homocitrate or a derivative of homocitrate is a

component of FeMo-cofactor (85). Anaerobic extraction into NMF results in the isolation

of a FeMo-cofactor which is capable of activating FeMo-cofactorless-MoFe protein (isolated

from a gt;B_ mutant strain) from any diazotroph, suggesting that the FeMo-cofactor is

identical in all species (150, 196).

Although the location of the metal clusters within the MoFe protein is unknown,
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correlation of the physical data with the sequence comparisons have revealed a number

of residues which may function as potential ligands to either the Fe-S clusters or the FeMo-

cofactor. The release of the Fe-S clusters by thiols strongly suggests at least partial ligation

to these clusters by Cys thiol interactions (116). The consewation of Cys residues in both

the oz- and ß—subunits of the MoFe protein further supports this notion. However, the

unusual spectroscopic features of the Fe-S clusters may be indicative of other types of

ligands (230, 248). Cys thiol and amide ligation to the FeMo—cofactor have been proposed

based partially on the thiol reactivity of purified FeMo—cofactor and the extraction of

FeMo—cofactor by acid/base treatment in the presence of N—methylformamide or formamide

(152, 196). In Q. vinelandii, all conserved Cys residues in the cz- and ß-subunits have seen

changed to ser residues (19, 22). The majority of these changes resulted in strains
i

exhibiting Nif‘ phenotypes and in the elimination or alteration of MoFe protein acetylene

reducing activities. Changes of some conserved His, Asn and Gln residues resulted in the

same drastic phenotypic alterations suggesting potential roles for some of these amino acids

in metal binding or catalysis (19,22).

The functions of the metal clusters in the catalytic activity of the MoFe protein are also

ill-defined. The [4Fe—4S] centers are speculated to capture electrons donated by the Fe

protein and to some how transfer electrons to the active site (248). The FeMo—cofactor

is the proposed site of substrate binding and reduction. Evidence for this is indirect and

comes from studies on a ;_1_i_f\j mutant which has altered substrate reduction properties

(132, 134). When the FeMo—cofactor isolated from the MoFe protein of the mutant

is used in reconstitution experiments with cofactor-less MoFe protein (isolated from a
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mutant), the same substrate reduction properties characteristic of the MoFe protein from

the gfY_ mutant were observed (77).

FeMo-cofactor biosynthesis:

Ä,FeMo-cofactoris the unique prosthetic group contained within the MoFe protein and

is thought to be the site of substrate binding and reduction. At least six polypeptides

encoded by gY_ and appear to be involved in the biosynthesis

of FeMo-cofactor. The @-, @-, and ß-gene products are absolutely required

for nitrogen fixation, and mutations in the corresponding genes results in the accumulation

of an inactive cofactor-less MoFe protein. The and genes encode polypeptides

which are proposed to form a complex on which the FeMo-cofactor is proposed to be

synthesized prior to insertion into the MoFe protein (23, 39). Considerable evidence has

accumulated to support this concept. The and glj genes products have mutual

stabilizing effects on each other as observed in two-dimensional electrophoretic gel analysis

suggesting they form a complex (173). The MoFe protein is not required for the

accumulation of FeMo-cofactor (199, 173). This was demonstrated in @ and mutant

strains in both l(_. pneumoniae and _A_. vinelandii and suggests that the FeMo-cofactor

associates with another protein complex. The amino acid sequence deduced from the

nucleotide sequence of gf_I-Q and gfß exhibit signiticant identity with the deduced amino

acid sequence of gt;Q and respectively (23, 39). Four of the five conserved Cys

residues in (Cys62, Cys88, Cys145, Cys275) are also conserved in i (Cys37, Cys62,
I

Cys125, Cys250), and one of the three invariant Cys residues in ß (Cys95) is present in
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müj (Cys44). The molecular weight and the ionic charge of the mfg and encoded

polypeptides closely resemble those of the m@ and m§K gene products, respectively (172,

173). Finally, the mfg and gflj gene products have been purified as a complex with M, =
220,000 suggestive of an ozzßz tetrameric arrangement (162). The presence of a single Fe-

S center within the NifEN complex is suggested by the bleaching of a 425 nm absorption

peak upon addition of dithionite.

The gene product encoded by @ is essential for nitrogen fixation and MoFe protein

activity, but its identity and specific function are unknown (101). The role of the mig-
encoded polypeptide in FeMo-cofactor biosynthesis was established when the MoFe protein

purified from a K. pneumoniae NifB mutant strain was shown to be FeMo·cofactorless (78).

In contrast to the @ gene of K gneumoniae, the mfg gene in A vinelandii is contained

in a gene cluster which in unlinked to the major mf gene cluster and which is co-

transcribed with and two other open reading frames (101). The identity of one of

these open reading frames appears to be a ferredoxin, @N_, and transcription of both

ORFs is ammonia repressible. The function of the polypeptides encoded by these ORFs

is unknown.

An A. vinelandii NifQ mutant strain exhibits wild type nitrogen üxation capabilities in

the presence of 1000 times the level of molybdate necessary to maintain diazotrophic

growth by the conventional nitrogenase in the wild type strain (101). The exact function

of the polypeptide encoded by is unknown but, in the presence of 50 nm molybdate,

it is necessary for the synthesis of an active FeMo-cofactor. The ä gene product is not

involved in Mo uptake since other Mo containing enzymes (ie. nitrate reductase) remain
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functional in NifQ mutant strains (92, 93). The nucleotide sequence of the 5’ end ofä
shows some identity to a metal binding site and it has been suggested that this polypeptide

may function to transport Mo to the site of FeMo·cofactor synthesis (101).

NifV mutant strains have reduced diazotrophic growth capabilities due to the synthesis

of an FeMo·cofactor with an altered substrate affinity and inhibition speciücity (84). In

NifV mutants the rate of dinitrogen reduction is decreased and the evolution of H2 is 70%

inhibited by CO (in contrast to wild type in which protons are the only substrate not

A inhibited by CO) (132, 134). The Q @ acetylene reducing activity of the MoFe protein

is affected by a mutation in and the FeMo·cofactor was identified as the site of the
— defect because apo-MoFe protein reconstituted with FeMo·cofactor isolated from a NifV

mutant strain exhibited the characteristic NifV phenotype (134). Recently, homocitrate or

a derivative of homocitrate has been shown to be a component of FeMo·cofactor, and Qfy

has been proposed to encode a homocitrate synthase (85, 86). Because FeMo·cofactor

synthesized Q @ in the presence of citrate instead of homocitrate exhibits the same

altered substrate reduction properties as the FeMo·cofactor isolated from a NifV mutant

strain, the FeMo·cofactor synthesized in the absence of the gene product is suggested

to contain citrate (84).

Recent evidence has accumulated to implicate the Fe protein as a component in the

biosynthesis of FeMo·cofactor. An _A_. vinelandii strain with a defined deletion in thei

gene accumulated significant amounts of MoFe protein with a very low level of

Qacetylenereducing activity which was restored upon addition of isolated FeMo·cofactor

(175). In K pneumoniae the Fe protein has also been suggested to play a role in FeMo-
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cofactor synthesis or in the full expression of the FeMo-cofactor biosynthetic genes (58).

The Fe protein apparently does not have to be active to function in FeMo-cofactor

synthesis since only certain Nil]-I mutant strains exhibit reduced MoFe protein activities

(173). However, site·directed mutagenesis studies of the Fe protein indirectly demonstrated

that the presence of the Fe—S cluster within the Fe protein is essential for both the

reductase and FeMo—co biosynthetic activities (88).

Maturation of the Fe Protein: and @

The @ gene encodes an essential polypeptide which activates the Fe protein in

an undefined manner. Synthesis of an active _K. pneumoniae Fe protein in E. goli requires

only the proteins encoded by i and @ (89). Strains of K, pneumoniae and A
vinelandii with a mutation in are incapable of diazotrophic growth and exhibit nearly

normal levels of L; @ MoFe protein activity, while exhibiting essentially no Fe protein

activity (97, 161). Nitrogenase activity in NifM mutant strain extracts can be stimulated by

the addition of purified wild type Fe protein. These results suggest that the @-encoded

polypeptide modities the Fe protein to a physiologically active form at a step after

transcription. Originally the @ gene product was thought to either stabilize the active

form of the Fe protein or to function in the insertion of the Fe-S center (ie. as a

rhodanese) (89). However, recent site-directed mutagenesis studies suggest that _r;i@ may

not necessary for the insertion of the Fe-S cluster into the Fe protein (88).

The gLf(_l-gene product is essential for nitrogen fixation in A. vinelandii (97). NifS

mutant strains of A. vinelandii are capable of only very slow growth under nitrogen fxing
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conditions (97). Q Q component protein activities of Qfg and Q deletion strains

suggest that both NifU and NifS are involved in Fe protein maturation or stability.

Synthesis of an active E. pneumoniae Fe protein in E. Q requires only the Q and

QM gene products (89). This suggests either that E. ggg synthesizes proteins which can

functionally replace NifU and NifS or that in _I$. pneumoniae NifU and NifS are not

essential or have a different function (97).

Maturation of MoFe protein: Q and Q

Deletion of and Q results in moderate decreases in diazotrophic growth rates.

Crude extracts of gj_f}?V_ and Q deletion strains of A vinelandii and K. pneumoniae have

normal Fe protein activity but reduced MoFe protein activity (97, 161). These results

suggest that and pj_fZ encode proteins which are necessary for the full activation,

stability or processing of the MoFe protein, although they are not essential for nitrogen

fixation. Because Qj and Q appear to be transcriptionally coupled and exhibit similar

diazotrophic growth rates, the proteins may form a complex (97).

An interesting result was obtained in which deletion of Q and Q in A. vinelandii

produced a strain deficient in both Fe protein and MoFe protein activity (97).

Furthermore, addition of purified FeMo-cofactor reconstituted MoFe protein activity in

extracts of this mutant strain. This suggests that in A. vinelandii, is necessary for

FeMo-cofactor biosynthesis or insertion in the absence of Q_fM_, or Q is necessary for

FeMo-cofactor biosynthesis in the absence of Q (97).
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Genes of Unknown Function: i,@

A number of the genes contained within the major gene clusters of A vinelandii,

Q pneumoniae, and Q capsulatus encode polypeptides whose functions in nitrogen lixation

are not yet established (96, 130, 142). The @ and @ genes appear to be contained

in the same transcriptional unit as nifl-IDQ but transcripts encoding gi_f;_1“ and @ are

either at nondetectable levels or they are not synthesized (13, 19). Neither nor ä
are essential for diazotrophic growth and strain with deletions within these genes exhibit

normal nitrogen fxing growth rates as compared with wild type (96).

The @ gene lies in the same transcriptional unit as ß and Q]! and encodes a

polypeptide of unknown function (19, 96, 195). The gjf_X_ gene product is also non-essential

for diazotrophic growth (96). The genes of A. vinelandii and Q pneumoniae exhibit

sequence identity, as do the @ genes from these organisms (96, 167). In addition, @

and gjflrl from A. vinelandii, and @ and @ from Q Qneumoniae share sequence

identities (96, 168). However, the regions of identities in the A. vinelandii @ and @

genes is different than in the Q pneumoniae @ and @ genes (19, 96).

Electron Transport: ni1F and nit]

The pathway of electron transport to nitrogenase is best understood in the facultative

anaerobic organism Q pneumoniae. In this organism electron transfer to nitrogenase

requires the polypeptides encoded by and @; both polypeptides have been purified

and the genes have been sequenced (81, 151, 200). The gene encodes an acidic

polypeptide (M„=22,000) belonging to the long chain class of flavodoxins (46). Flavodoxins
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are low potential endogenous-reductants (Em = -500mV) containing one mole of flavin

mononucleotide (FMN) per molecule. In most organisms, fiavodoxins are expressed under

conditions of Fe deficiency to functionally replace ferredoxin, another low-potential

reductant which requires Fe for activity (112). Flavodoxins can exist in three different

redox forms: the fully oxidized quinone form, the semi-reduced semiquinone form and the

fully reduced hydroquinone form (42, 226, 244). The flavodoxin semiquinone/hydroquinone

redox couple is the only one of these species with a redox potential low enough to reduce

the Fe protein. An unusual characteristic of flavodoxins is the stability of the flavodoxin

semiquinone to oxidation (42, 226, 244). The L pneumoniae flavodoxin is also unique in

that to date it is the only flavodoxin having genetic evidence to support its Q @

physiological function which is as the specific reductant of nitrogenase.

The Qt] gene encodes the monomer of a dimeric pyruvatezüavodoxin oxidoreductase

(M,=240,000), which contains thiamine pyrophosphate and eight moles of Fe and acid-

labile S" arranged as two typical [4Fe-4S] clusters (200, 227). The @·gene product of L

pneumoniae is functionally identical to the pyruvate oxidoreductase of Clostridium

thermoaceticum (227). Both enzymes couple the phosphoroclastic oxidation of pyruvate

(producing acetyl-CoA and CO2) to the Q @ reduction of flavodoxin or ferredoxin.

However, Q v_@ the oxidoreductase of L pneumoniae is specific for the @-encoded

flavodoxin (200). In Q. pasteurianum, a pyruvate oxidoreductase is thought to mediate

reduction of ferredoxin, which subsequently reduces the Fe protein (227, 229). In L

pneumoniae the flavodoxin encoded by ä and the pyruvatezflavodoxin oxidoreductase

encoded by @ function to specifically transfer the reducing power of organic metabolites
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to the Fe protein of nitrogenase (227). In addition to pyruvate, formate, malate, and an

NADPH-generating system all support nitrogenase catalyzed acetylene reducing activities.
I

Both QQF and @ are contained within the gi gene cluster of _I$. gneumoniae and are

transcribed as ammonia repressible monocistronic transcriptional units (2, 32, 46). Strains

with mutations within @ or @ are incapable of diazotrophic growth and exhibit very low

levels of Q vjg nitrogenase activity (81, 151). However, Qt; and Q1] mutant strains
· exhibit wild type levels of acetylene reducing activities in the presence of the artiticial

reductant dithionite (81, 151, 200). Acetylene reducing activities are restored by the

mixing of @ and @ mutant extracts and by the addition of puritied A chroococcum

flavodoxin to mutant extracts (151). Acetylene reducing activity Q requires the

mixing of puritied tlavodoxin, puritied pyruvateztlavodoxin oxidoreductase, puriüed Fe

protein and MoPe protein, pyruvate, and an ATP regenerating system (200). Taken

together these results demonstrate the essential nature of the gQF_- and the _1;QJ_-gene

products for nitrogen tixation and identify them as the speciüc electron transport

components linking the reducing power of the endogenous electron source to nitrogenase.

Q. gneumoniae and Q. pasteurianum Fx nitrogen only when they are growing in an

anaerobic environment, and pyruvate oxidation to acetyl-CoA and CO, mediated by a

·
pyruvate oxidoreductase, is characteristic of a fermentative metabolism. Pyruvate oxidation

in aerobic diazotrophic organisms like A. vinelandii is catalyzed by the pyruvate

dehydrogenase complex which reduces NADH, rather than tlavodoxin or ferredoxin, and

shuttles the acetyl-CoA formed into the tricarboxylic acid cycle. The redox potential of

the NAD(P)H/NAD(P)" couple (of about -330 mV at physiological pH) is in contrast to

I
I
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the redox potential of flavodoxin and ferredoxin of about (-460 mV) and is not low enough
to transfer electrons to flavodoxin, ferredoxin or the Fe protein of nitrogenase.

Furthermore, although flavodoxins and ferredoxins from Q vinelandii have been puriüed,

no enzyme activity has been detected which can couple the oxidation of pyruvate to the

reduction of low potential electron carriers in this organism (8, 9, 10, 11, 201, 246). At the
genetic level no gene with sequence identity to the Qi] gene of K. pneumoniae has been

identified in Q. vinelandii. Despite these results, the existence of an oxidoreductase-like

gene cannot be completely discounted. However, the different physiologies of anaerobic

and aerobic nitrogen fixers may demand different mechanisms of electron transport to

nitrogenase.

Both flavodoxin and ferredoxin have been isolated and purified from Q. vinelandii and

implicated as components in electron transport to nitrogenase (8, 112, 201, 245, 246). The

initial evidence to support this function include the following: 1) the ability of both

flavodoxin and ferredoxin to couple the reducing power of illuminated spinach chloroplasts

to nitrogenase activity (9, 201), 2) the observation that ferredoxin, flavodoxin, and a crude

extract of nitrogenase could support low nitrogenase activities using NADPH as electron

donor, and 3) the ability of dithionite reduced flavodoxin and ferredoxin, as well as

photochemically reduced flavodoxin to reduce nitrogenase Q gg; and to support high levels

of acetylene reducing activity (10, 245). Flavodoxin was originally purified from Q.

vinelandii by Shethna in 1969 (201) and the amino acid sequence was determined from the

purified protein (216). More recently, Veeger et al. identitied three biochemically and

immunologically distinct flavodoxin species (111). Although all are expressed constitutively,
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FIGURE 4. Model of the coupling of electron tranport to nitrogenase to the repiratory
electron transport pathway in Azotobacter vinelandii. Av1, MoFe protein; Av2, Fe protein;
Fld, Havodoxin; NADPHdh, NADPH dehydrogenase; cytb and cytd, cytochrome b and
cytochrome d; 29K, 29 kD integral membrane protein. (taken from Hakker and
K1ugkist,1987)
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the synthesis of one of these flavodoxins appears to be stimulated under nitrogen fixing

conditions.

At least three genes within the A vinelandii genome are proposed to encode ferredoxins,

(144), @xN__ (101), and the ferredoxin-like gene that is co-transcribed with the Fe

protein of the V—nitrogenase (see Alternative Nitrogen Fixing Systems) (178), for which the '

physiological functions are unknown. Ferredoxin I was originally puritied by Yoch gt Q.

(245), and recently the structure has been examined by X—ray crystallography (212, 213).
8

This ferredoxin is unusual in that its primary sequence is longer than other known

ferredoxin, and it contains one [4Fe—4S] cluster and one [3Fe—4S] cluster. Ferredoxin I is

encoded by the QQLA gene which has been cloned and sequenced (144). The gene is not

contained within either of the gene clusters, is constitutively expressed and is not

regulated by the presence of ammonia and is not essential for nitrogen fixation. Despite

the ability of artiticially reduced flavodoxin and ferredoxin to directly reduce nitrogenase,

no physiological electron source has been identified which can support nitrogenase activity

in the presence of oxidized flavodoxin and ferredoxin in A. vinelandii (8, 9, 10, 112, 201,

246). However, evidence has accumulated suggesting that the proton motive force may

supply the energy necessary to transfer electrons from NADPH to flavodoxin, a

thermodynamically unfavorable reaction, which can then reduce the Fe protein of

nitrogenase (66, 110). An energized cytoplasmic membrane, particularly a high membrane

potential, appears to be necessary for nitrogenase activity in A. vinelandii (68). A direct

relationship between electron transport to nitrogenase and electron transport to oxygen

through the respiratory chain has been proposed (66, 68, 110). Under nitrogen frxing
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conditions two membrane-bound polypeptides are synthesized, a 29 kD and a 30 kD
protein. An inner membrane-bound NADPH dehydrogenase activity is induced under

derepressing conditions (110). These results, in addition to the characterization of an
‘ ammonia repressible Havodoxin, were used to formulate a model for electron transport to

nitrogenase in aerobic nitrogen fixing organisms which is depicted in Fig. 4 (66, 67).

However, there is no direct evidence to verify this model.

In several of the symbiotic microaerobic diazotrophic Rhizobium and Bradgghizobium Y

species another group of genes, Q and have been identified which may encode

nitrogenase~speciHc electron transport components (51, 62, 63). The genes are

essential for microaerobic nitrogen fxation in these organisms. They are not given a Q

designation because the nucleotide sequence exhibits no identity with any of the identiüed

Q genes of Q. pneumoniae. The Q _t:;Q, and Q genes have been cloned and the

nucleotide sequence determined in Q.Q(51), cloned in Q. japonicum (63), and cloned

and partially sequenced in Q. leguminosarum (62). In Q.QQLAQ constitute a single

operon which appears to be regulated by the product of Q (51). In Q. japonicum HQA

is separated on the chromosme from Q_x_Q and Q (63). Hybridization analysis using the

Qgenes of both Q. QQQQ (51) and Q. japonicum (63) as a probe, identified similar

sequences, not only in all tested species of Rhizobium and Brad__v_rhizobium, but also in Q

vinelandii (51), Q. chroococcum (51), and Azosgrirrilum brasilense (53), and Azorhizobium

caulinodans (107). In Q. Q and Q. japonicum another gene called _QX_ is located

adjacent to §_x_C_ (51, 64). The suggestion that these genes may function in electron

transport to nitrogenase is based on the strong amino acid sequence identity of the Q
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gene product with ferredoxin I from A vinelandii (51, 64).

Transcriptional Regulation:andQ.

gneumoniae has served as the model for studies on @ gene expression, and over the

past decade signiücant progress has been made in understanding the details of the

regulatory mechanisms involved. Comparisons of the nitrogen fixation regulatory systems

operating in other diazotrophs including Q. Q. jagonicum, and A. vinelandii reveal

many similarities, as well as a number of important differences, with the gg regulatory

system in Q. gneumoniae.

The @ genes are transcriptionally regulated in Q. gneumoniae by the action of at least

five proteins, NtrA (RpoN), NtrB, NtrC, NifA, and Nifi., which function in a two-tiered ~
W

cascade control mechanism (65). The first tier of regulation is mediated by the NtrA,

NtrB and NtrC proteins which function to globally regulate transcription initiation from

specific promoters, including p, in response to the cellular nitrogen status. The

second tier involves the action of NifA and NifL in the transcriptional activation of the

other gg genes in response to oxygen and nitrogen levels.

A consensus @ promoter sequence has been identified preceding transcriptional

units in Rhizobium (222, 51), Bradyghizobium (60, 106, 218), Azotobacter (96, 97, 12, 14,

21, 101), Q. gneumoniae (15), Thiobacillus (166, 170), and Desulfovibrio (136) with the

following sequence CIGG-N,-TTGCA at the -24,-12 position relative to the transcription

initiation site. This promoter sequence is specifically recognized by the sigma factor

encoded by NtrA (054) (223, 243). In concert with core RNA polymerase, this sigma factor
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directs transcription speciücally from promoters with this sequence. The o" is distinct from

o"', which is involved in transcription from the canonical K. -35, -10 promoter. The

nucleotide sequence of pgA was determined in K gneumoniae, K. and A

vinelandii and the predicted amino acid sequence is quite different from other known sigma

factors (65, 223, 135, 137). NtrA is required for transcription of all genes under global

nitrogen regulatory control, including the gif genes, and thus is required for diazotrophic

growth. l

In addition to NtrA, the polypeptides encoded by ggß and are also required for

@ gene expression in K. gneumoniae (4, 243). NtrB and NtrC control transcription of

genes involved in nitrogen metabolism and uptake and are proposed to function as a

regulatory pair in which one protein acts as a sensory component and the other protein

functions as a regulatory component (113). Other protein pairs with analogous regulatory

schemes include K. @ PhoR/PhoB (phosphate limitation), EnvZ/OmpR (altered

osmolarity), CpxA/SfrA (presence of F cells), CheA/CheY + CheB (chemotaxis signalling

and adaption), K. leggminosarum DctB/DctD ( transport of C4-dicarboxylic acids), A.

tumefaciens VirA/VirG (plant exudates), and K. n_1_eKK>g FixL/FixJ (oxygen level) (1). All

of the proteins in these pairs which function as the signaling component exhibit amino acid

sequence identity in their C-terminal domains, while all of the proteins proposed to play

the regulatory role have conserved N—terminal domains. According to the model, the N-

terminal domain of the sensory component receives the environmental signal which causes

a conformational change in the C-terminal domain of the protein. In this activated form,

the sensory element interacts with the regulatory component at its N-terminal region, and
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in this manner modulates the activity of the regulatory protein. The strongest support for

this model comes from studies on the interaction between NtrB and NtrC in which NtrB

regulates the activity of NtrC by covalent modification (127). NtrB phosphorylates NtrC

in response to low cellular nitrogen levels (recognized as a high glutamate/glutamine ratio)

and dephosphorylates NtrC in response to high nitrogen concentrations. In the

phosphorylated form NtrC functions as an activator of transcription from NtrA-dependent

promoters by cooperatively binding to specific sites near the promoter. The

dephosphorylated NtrC is a much less efficient DNA binding protein and thus does not

function as a transcriptional activator in this form. Several lines of evidence support NtrC

mediated transcription activation from pmf_Lji_. First, in ß. pneumoniae both NtrB and

NtrC are required for mf gene expression (4, 243). Two low affinity NtrC binding sites

precede the mfg promoter in K. pneumoniae (48, 44). Finally, purified NtrA, NtrB,

NtrC and RNA polymerase from E. pneumoniae are all necessary for

thetranscriptionof (4). In E. NtrC may mediate its activator function by catalyzing

the formation of open complexes (44). In E. pneumoniae expression from pg was

reduced by aerobic growth and by addition of DNA gyrase inhibitor (45). These results

suggest that expression of these genes may be a function of the DNA topology in this
organism.

The deduced amino acid sequences of NifA and NifL exhibit significant identity to NtrC

and NtrB, respectively, suggesting that NifA and NifL may function in an analogous manner

to regulate expression of the gg genes (47, 48, 29). After expression of has been

activated by the action of NtrC and NtrA, NifA acts as a positive activator of transcription
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from the other gflspecific promoters in an NtrA-dependent manner (143, 159). In K.

nneumoniae, NiH. modulates the activity of NifA in response to the intracellular nitrogen

and oxygen concentrations (3, 48). Although NifA and NifL can be overproduced in E.

gyn, puritication of these proteins has proved unsuccessful, thus complicating the elucidation

of how these regulators mediate their functions. The nucleotide sequences of Q and

@ has been determined in K nneumoniae and the predicted amino acid sequence has

been compared to the amino acid sequences of other proteins to reveal several potential

functional domains in each gene product (47, 48, 29). Within the N-terminal region of

NifL is a sequence resembling the heme binding sites of other heme-containing proteins

(48). However, heme biosynthesis is not required for oxygen regulation of the @ genes

so the importance of a potential heme cofactor in @ regulation is questionable. Nil].

exhibits limited identity with the C-terminal end of NtrB suggesting NifL may physically

interact with NifA in a manner analogous to NtrB and NtrC. However, deletion analysis

of @ demonstrated that in contrast to NtrB, NifL is required only for the inactivation of

NifA in response to nitrogen and oxygen status (3).

Comparison of the predicted amino acid sequences of NifA and NtrC reveal extensive

identity in all but the N-terminal domains. Both proteins have a conserved central domain

containing_ a potential ATP binding site and a conserved C-terminal domain containing a

helix-tum-helix motif characteristic of DNA binding regions in other known DNA binding

proteins (29, 47). The importance of these conserved regions in functionality of both NifA

and NtrC have been demonstrated using site-directed nucleotide and chemical mutagenesis

approaches (143). All the nä transcriptional units are preceded by a consensus sequence,
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TGT-N10-ACA, between position -100 and -150 relative to the transcription start site (26).

This sequence is proposed to function as an upstream activator sequence where NifA

associates to enhance transcription from the consensus g' promoter (143). A DNA looping

model in which NifA binds at the upstream activator sequence and then associates with

sigma factor 54-core RNA polymerase at the -24,-12 region by a looping out of the DNA

has been proposed to explain NifA mediated activation (181).

In A vinelandii, gif gene regulation appears to be controlled by a two tiered cascade

mechanism analogous to the system operating in K pneumoniae. Theg ggg and gg

genes have been isolated and mutagenized from A. vinelandii (136, 137, 223, 65). Mutations

in any of these genes can be complemented by the addition of purified NtrA, NtrB or NtrC

isolated from K. pneumoniae. Furthermore, expression of K. gneumoniae g in A.

vinelandii activates expression of the g‘ structural proteins and supports nitrogenase activity

(108). All identiüed g' transcriptional units are preceded by the consensus g NtrA-

dependent promoter at the -24,-12 position and by the consensus upstream activator

sequence present in K. pneumoniae (2). These data suggest that in A. vinelandii NifA and

NtrA may function together to initiate transcription from the g promoters as occurs in K.

gneumoniae. However, although NtrA is essential for g” gene expression, NtrB and NtrC

are not required for nitrogen fixation suggesting that g‘ gene regulation is not coupled to

the global nitrogen regulatory system (65, 223). Also, in contrast to K. pneumoniae, a

NifL-like protein has not been identified by sequence or hybridization analyses. These

features of A. vinelandii regulation more closely resemble the regulatory system
l

operating in Q.gand Q. jagonicum g' gene expression. In K.g transcription
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of @ is activated by Fix], a recently identified gene which is proposed to function in a
manner analogous to and @ (79). NifA is necessary for expression of all ij
operons except the operon containing @ but the upstream activator sequence appears
to be non·essential for NifA mediated positive control of transcription (29, 65, 79). In
these organisms the upstream activator sequence may be functioning as a transcriptional

enhancer. In A vinelandii a unique regulatory gene was identified by Tn5 mutagenesis,

which does not hybridize with the chromosomal DNAs of K pneumoniae,K.or

K. japonicum (185). This gene appears to be essential for nitrogen üxation and may
function to regulate the expression of in A. vinelandii.

The genes from K. and K. japonicum have been cloned and their nucleotide

sequences determined (16, 29, 59). Comparison of the deduced amino acid sequences from
these gfA genes and that of K pneumoniae reveals the same conserved central and C-

terminal regions as identified in K. pneumoniae . However such comparisons also

reveal the presence of an interlinker domain between the nonconserved N-terminal domain

and the conserved central domain. Four conserved cys residues (two in the interdomain

linker region and two in the central domain) are essential for NifA function and may

specify a metal binding site (59). Binding of a metal cofactor is suggested to play a role

in oxygen sensing. Deletion of the N-terminal domain of NifA from K. Ln and K.

japonicum, resulted in wild type levels of @'-gene expression, demonstrating the
nonessential nature of this region for NifA mediated positive control of gg-gene expression
(16, 59).
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. Alternative Nitrogen Fixing Systems

Genetic and biochemical studies in Azotobacter are complicated by the presence of then
alternative nitrogen fixing systems which were discovered in 1980 by Bishop Q Q (18). In

the absence of Mo and the presence of vanadium (V), Q chroococcum and Q. vinelandii

express a V-dependent nitrogen fxing system (nitrogenase—2, V-nitrogenase) (50, 72). Q.

vinelandii accumulates a third nitrogen fixing system (nitrogenase-3 or Fe-nitrogenase) in

the absence of both Mo and V (35). The V-nitrogenase has been isolated and

characterized from Q. chroococcum and Q vinelandii deletion mutation strains

(50, .72). This enzyme is composed of two components, a dinitrogenase reductase

(analogous to the Fe protein) and a dinitrogenase (analogous to the MoFe protein). The

dinitrogenase reductase is a homodimer containing 4 Fe and 4 acid—labile S2" atoms; the

dinitrogenase is a tetrameric (M, = 220,000) protein composed of two non—identical subunits

of M, = 50,000 and M, = 55,000. Two V, 23 Fe and 20 acid-labile S2° atoms are contained

within the dinitrogenase component. An FeVa-cofactor species can be isolated from this

component using acid/base treatment followed by extraction into N-methylformamide (204).

A 13 kD polypeptide co-purities with the dinitrogenase (177). Preliminary results suggest

that this polypeptide is necessary for optimal nitrogenase activity by the V-dependent

nitrogen fixing system. A large percentage of the electron flux through the V-nitrogenase

is shuttled towards the reduction of protons. Acetylene is a poor substrate, but it is

reduced not only to ethylene but also to ethane (50). Because ethane is not a product of

acetylene reduction by the Mo·nitrogenase, this reaction is used to distinguish between the

alternative and the conventional nitrogen fixing systems Q E (102).
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The genes encoding the structural components of the V-nitrogenase have been isolated
in A. chroococcum, and the gene encoding the Fe protein of the V-nitrogenase has been

isolated in A vinelandii (169, 178). The dinitrogenase reductase is encoded by the
I

subunits of the dinitrogenase are encoded by @ and @; and the 13 kD polypeptide

may be encoded by vl. The @ gene is separated from vnf“DG§ which comprise a

single transcriptional unit. The @ gene appears to be co-transcribed with a ferredoxin-

like gene which immediately follows @ (178).

In A. vinelandii, a third nitrogen fixing system (Fe-nitrogenase) has been identified which

functions under conditions of Mo and V deficiency (35). This alternative nitrogenase has

been purified and is composed of a dinitrogenase reductase and a dinitrogenase component

similar in composition to the Mo- and V- nitrogenase components. The dinitrogenase

component appears to contain only Fe and S2' suggesting that in this nitrogenase complex,

Fe may be functioning in a similar manner as Mo (in the conventional nitrogenase) and V

(in the V-nitrogenase). Two active contigurations of the dinitrogenase component of the

Fe-nitrogenase can be isolated, an aß, and an aß, configuration. Protons are reduced with

the greatest efficiency and at least 50% of the electrons are shuttled towards H, evolution.

The complete nucleotide sequence of the structural genes for the Fe—nitrogenase was

determined (104). The dinitrogenase reductase and the dinitrogenase subunit (@

and @) structural genes are contained in a single transcriptional unit. The _a_@ and

@ genes are separated by the gene, which appears to encode a 13 kD protein

similar to the 13 kD protein which co-purifies with the V-nitrogenase dinitrogenase

component.

l
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Jacobson Q Q. demonstrated that Mo regulated nitrogen fixation in A. vinelandii at the

level of transcription, but the mechanism of this regulation is unknown (98). In contrast

to the conventional nitrogenase, transcriptional activation of the alternative nitrogenase
structural genes does not appear to be solely dependent on NifA. NifA is not required for

the expression of the V-nitrogenase, but it may be involved in the expression of the Fe-

nitrogenase (185). Two additional gjj_A·like genes, @ and @ were identified in A.

vinelandii which appear to be required for the transcriptional activation of the Fe-

nitrogenase and the V·nitrogenase genes, respectively (103). The conventional and the

altemative nitrogen fixing systems appear to require several of the same gene products,

including NtrA (sigma factor 54), NifB and NifM (102). Preliminary results suggest that

several other gene products appear to be necessary for maximal diazotrophic growth by both

the conventional and the altemative nitrogen fixation systems including gifg, and @

(Jacobson, 1989,unpublished).
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Biological nitrogen fixation is a biochemically and genetically complex process which is

only partially understood. Besides the nitrogenase structural components, many other

polypeptides encoded by Q-speciüc genes are necessary for the synthesis and accumulation

of a competent nitrogenase complex. Some of the processes which these Q-speciüc

polypeptides mediate include electron transport to nitrogenase, maturation of the

nitrogenase structural proteins and the regulation of expression of Q—speciEc genes. In .

Azotobacter vinelandii the mechanism of electron transport to nitrogenase is unknown. In
· Klebsiella pneumoniae and Clostridium gasteurianum either a flavodoxin or a ferredoxin,

respectively, function as low-potential electron donors to the Fe protein. In Q

pneumoniae a Q-speciüc gene encodes the flavodoxin which functions as the unique

electron donor to nitrogenase. Previous experiments using A vinelandii suggested that a

flavodoxin or a ferredoxin or both may provide electrons for nitrogenase. This study sought '

to determine whether A vinelandii possessed a mechanism of electron transport analogous

to the system operating in _IQ. gneumoniae.

Expression of Q polypeptides is known to be transcriptionally activated under nitrogen-

deficient conditions. In several diazotrophic organisms including _IQ. pneumoniae a Q-

specitic activator protein regulates Q gene expression. A focus of this study was to isolate

and genetically characterize the Q regulatory protein from A. vinelandii in order to provide

a better understanding of Q gene regulation in this organism.

44
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The MoFe protein is one of the structural components of nitrogenase. It is a

metalloprotein containing two distinct types of metal clusters, P clusters and the FeMo-

cofactors. The P clusters are Fe-S clusters of unknown structure and function. The FeMo-

cofactor is a unique Mo-containing prosthetic group of unknown structure which has been

implicated as the site on the nitrogenase complex where substrate reduction occurs.

Evidence has accumulated to suggest that the FeMo-cofactor is synthesized on a protein

complex composed of the @ and @ gene products.
E
The NifEN complex appears to

be structurally similar to the MoFe protein. Extensive research efforts have been applied

towards understanding metallocluster binding in the MoFe protein of nitrogenase. The aim

of this study was to provide additional information about the amino acid residues having

potential ligating function to the FeMo-cofactor in both the catalytically active MoFe
i

protein and the FeMo-cofactor biosynthetic protein complex.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Growth of A vinelandii strains

The wild type and mutant strains of A. vinelandii were grown on a modified Burk’s

medium (214) at 30°C. When a fixed nitrogen source was required, either urea or

ammonium acetate was added to a final concentration of 10 or 29 mM, respectively. When

required 0.5 pg/ml kanamycin, 5.0 pg/ml rifampicin and 20 pg/ml ampicillin were added to

the medium. l

Transformation of A. vinelandii
V

Transformations of A vinelandii wild type cells and mutant strain cells with hybrid

plasmids or M13 replicative form (RF) DNA were performed as described by Page and von

Tigerstrom (160). The details of these experiments are described in the Results sections.

When necessary cultures were outgrown at 30°C for approximately 18 hours and then

plated on the appropriate medium. The recombinant plasmid DNA was recombined into

the chromosome by a homologous recombination event.

Derepression of Nitrogenase and Whole Cell Acetylene Reducing Assay.

Cultures grown in a modified Burk’s medium containing a fixed nitrogen source were

harvested at mid— to late-log phase by centrifugation at 10,000 x g for 10 minutes. The cell

pellet was washed once and immediately resuspended to the original volume in Burk’s

nitrogen-free medium and shaken vigorously for the required time. Whole cell acetylene _

46
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reduction assays were performed on cell cultures derepressed for three hours. One ml
samples were added to stoppered 5.0 ml serum vials. After addition of 500 p.l acetylene,

the vials were shaken at 300 rpm at 30° C for 20 minutes. The assays were terminated by

addition of 100 ul 30% TCA. Ethylene production was measured on a Perkin—Elmer Sigma

2B gas chromatograph by injecting 50 ul of the gas phase onto a Porapak R column

equipped with a flame ionization detector and a Varian 4290 integrator. The column was

run at 82°C with argon as the carrier gas.

Eschericbia ggü Growth, Phage DNA Preparation and DNA Fragment Puriücation, and

DNA Sequencing.

The E. g strain 71-18 ( (@-}g>_Aß_), g1p_l§, [F’, gl, M15]) which served

as host for all plasmids and M13 phage used in this study was grown and maintained as

described by Messing (138). Strain JM105 [tg, gg,g (@ ;g\_§)F’

ggg g M15] served as the host for the vector used to overproduce

flavodoxin. When necessary the medium was supplemented with 100 pg/ml of ampicillin

or 50 pg/ml of kanamycin. Recombinant M13 viruses and DNA were prepared as described

in detail by Messing (138). DNA fragments used for cloning or as probes for Southern and

northem hybridizations were purified by fractionation on agarose gels followed by isolation

using the Elutrap (Schleicher & Schuell). All sequencing reactions were performed using

the dideoxy sequencing method of Sanger et al. (184).
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Plasmid Constructions

The plasmid pDB93 was constructed by cloning a 2.0 kilobase Q§—containing @1

restriction fragment into the @1 restriction site of the plasmid pUC7 (138). This @1-

lhgl ligation results in the loss of the vector @1 site, as well as the terminal @1 site

of the insert DNA. Restriction endonuclease mapping of pDB93 and DNA sequence

analysis revealed that three @H restriction sites (one of which is also a @1 site)

contained within the @ sequence. The plasmid pDB94 was constructed by digesting

pDB93 with the restriction endonuclease @11 and religating, resulting in the generation

of a new @1 restriction site (see Fig.11) and a 318 base pair deletion of the @11

fragments contained entirely within the gene. The plasmid pDB99 was constructed by

ligation of the 1.3 kilobase @1 restriction enzyme fragment from pUC4-KAPA (Pharmacia),

which encodes the kanamycin resistance cartridge from Tn903 (157), into the @1 site in

pDB93. The plasmid pDB100 was similarly constructed by the insertion of the same

kanamycin resistance cartridge into the @1 site of pDB94. Plasmid pDB89 was

constructed by cloning the 2.0 kilobase gif containing @1 restriction enzyme fragment

into the @1 site of the broad host range vector pKT230 (5). A fusion plasmid,

pDB154, was constructed by ligaton of a 6.2 kilobase ·COI1t3iI]1I'1g @1 fragment from

the plasmid pSKS104 (186) into the unique @1 site located within the gif gene contained

on pDB89.

The plasmid pDB150 was constructed by cloning a 1.5 kilobase @1 restriction enzyme

_r_Qf;\—containing fragment into the @1 site in pUC7. The plasmid pDB160 was constructed

in a similar manner by ligating a 1.4 kilobase @ and QL};-containing @1 restriction
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fragment into pUC7, and pDB144 was made by inserting a 5.0 kilobase fragment
containing Ä into the pUC7 EQR1 restriction site. The complete Q coding sequence

and flanking regions are contained on the hybrid plasmid pDB330 which was constructed

by ligating the @1 restriction enzyme fragments from pDB150 and pDB160 in the presence

of pUC7 digested with @@1. Recombinants were subsequently screened for the orientation

which generated a complete g_ifA gene by restriction enzyme analysis. For construction of

the pj_fA—specitic deletion plasmid pDB155, the parental plasmid pDB150 was digested with

the restriction enzyme @1 and then religated resulting in the deletion of 700 base pairs

of Q_fA·coding sequence. The plasmid pDB167 was constructed by inserting the 1.3

kilobase kanamycin resistance-encoding cartridge from pUC4—KAPA (Pharmacia) into the

{Q1 site in pDB155. Restriction digestion of pDB160 with Qpjl restriction enzyme resulted

in the deletion of 700 base pairs of @-specific coding DNA; this was replaced by the 1.3

kanamycin resistance encoding cartridge from pUC4—KAPA to generate the deletion

and insertion recombinant plasmid pDB218. The plasmid pDB291 contains the 1.3 kilobase

kanamycin resistance-encoding cartridge inserted into the unique §gI restriction enzyme site

within pDB144 to produce a ihm hybrid plasmid.

A; vinelandii Strain Construction .

Attempts to detect mutant strains that had recombined the @F-specific deletion

contained on plasmid pDB94 into the A._ vinelandii OP chromosome during transformation

were not successful (see Discussion section). A specific deletion within the @

gene contained on the hybrid plasmid pDB155 was transferred to the A vinelandii
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chromosome by using congression. Congression of the gfA deletion was accomplished by

adding equal amounts (1.0 pg each) of either genomic Ri? DNA or pDB303, which

contains the A vinelandii rifampicin resistance determinant cloned into pUC7, and the

hybrid deletion plasmid preparation to competent A._ vinelandii cells. After allowing time

for phenotypic lag (approximately 18 hours), the transformed cultures were spread on

Burk’s ammonium acetate—supplemented medium plates containing 5.0 pg of rifampicin per

ml. Ri? transformants were scored on Burk’s nitrogen·free and Burk’s ammonium acetate—

supplemented medium plates to identify Nif‘ co-transformants. Transformation of

competent A._ vinelandii OP cells with hybrid plasmids results in two different recombination

events. A single crossover event results in the incorporation of the entire hybrid plasmid

into the host chromosome and the consequent interruption and duplication of the A
vinelandii gf region carried on the plasmid. Double reciprocal crossover events result in

the transfer of the gg deletion contained within the plasmid to the homologous region on

the host chromosome with the subsequent loss of plasmid vector. These different

recombination events were easily distinguishable. Single crossover recombinants were

endowed with the antibiotic resistance phenotype carried on the plasmid vector. The strains

were also unstable reverting to the Nif" and antibiotic sensitive phenotype at a high

frequency. Double crossover events carried the non-revertible Nif‘ phenotype and were

used for further experiments.

The kanamycin resistance determinant carried on the @F-hybrid plasmids pDB99 and

pDB100, the ß recombinant plasmid pDB167, the ß deletion and insertion containing

plasmid pDB259, the hybrid plasmid pDB218 and the hybrid plasmid pDB291 was
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recombined into the Ä vinelandii OP chromosome by double reciprocal recombination
events as described above. Transformed cells were outgrown for 18 hours to account for

phenotypic lag. Following outgrowth, cells that had recombined the kanamycin resistance

determinant into the chromosome were recovered by plating them on Burk’s medium

containing 29 mM ammonium acetate and 0.5 pg/ml kanamycin. DNAs prepared from

recombinant plasmids pDB99, pDB100, pDB167, pDB259, pDB218, and pDB291 were used

for the construction of strains DJ58, DJ60, DJ143, DJ228, DJ463, and DJ464, respectively.

Strain DJ130 was isolated by transforming competent Ä vinelandii OP cells with the @—

fusion plasmid pDB154, and transformants containing the flavodoxin—ß—galactosidase

fusion protein were identified as blue colonies on Burk’s medium supplemented with the

ß·galactosidase indicator, 5-bromo-4-chloro-3·indole ß—D—galactoside.

Southem Blot Analysis.

Total genomic DNA was isolated from Ä vinelandii using the procedure of Saito and

Miura (183), digested with the appropriated restriction enzymes and fractionated by

electrophoresis on a 0.6% agarose gel. The DNA was electrophoretically transferred to

Genesreenm hybridization transfer membrane (DuPont—New England Nuclear) following

the procedure suggested by the manufacturer. Hybridizations were performed as described

by the suppliers of GeneScreen“‘ in the presence of 50% formamide at 42°C. DNA

fragments used as probes were labeled with [oz-"P] dCI'P using the nick translation

procedure of Maniatis Q Q. (128).
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TABLE 3. A vinelandii mutant strains constructed or used in this study.

Strain Mutation' gg gene(s) DNA Parental Nif
disrupted used° strain Phenotype°

DJ58 :2 F pDB99 WT Nif+
DJ60 Az: F pDB100 WT Nif+
DJ130 Z2: Fgzz pDB154 WT Nif+
DJ138 Z::,:: F·@g;::-QA; pDB217 DJ130 Nif+
DJ73 :: :: pDB217 WT Nif+
DJ25O ORF12 pDB68 DJ249 Nif+
DJ140 A A pDB155 WT Nif-
DJ 143 A2: A pDB167 WT Nif-
DJ141 A B pDB161 WT Nif-
DJ315 2: Q pDB291 WT Nif+/-
DJ228 A E pDB259 WT Nif-
DJ448 sd E E-Mnl-RF DJ228 Nif+ _
DJ449 sd E E—Mn2·RF DJ228 Nif+
DJ450 sd E E-Mn3·RF DJ228 Nif+
DJ45 1 sd E E~Mn1,2-RF DJ228 Nif+
DJ452 sd E E-Mr11,3—RF DJ228 Nif+
DJ453 sd E E—Mn2,3·RF DJ228 Nif+
DJ454 sd E E-Mn1,2,3·RF DJ228 Nif+
DJ463 sd, A :: Ezsd, A B:: pDB218 DJ454 Nif-
DJ464 sd:: E:sd,Q:: pDB291 DJ454 Nif+/·
DJ466 sd,A;: E:sd,AB:: pDB218 DJ465 Nif-
DJ467 sd:: E:sd,Q:: pDB291 DJ465 Nif+/·

‘A indicates a deletion, :2 denotes a lcanamycin resistance-encoding cartridge insertion: z denotes
the insertion of an in—frame translational fusion of the Lg; gene from E. sd indicates an oligo—
nucleotide—directed mutation. .
"+ indicates that the mutant strain was capable of normal diazotrophic growth, · indicates that the
mutant strain was incapable of diazotrophic growth and +/· indicates that the mutant strain was
capable of only very slow diazotrophic growth.
‘pDBX refers to hybrid plasmid DNA. RF refers to the replicative form of the recombinant
bacteriphage M13. E-Mnx-RF refers to the particular RF used in the respective strain
construction. Mn indicates mutene; E indicates that @@3-coding sequence contains the mutation.
A list of the mutenes (Mn) used for the site—directed mutagenesis of gi_fE_ is given in Table 4.
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Northern Blot Analysis.
A

Total RNA was isolated as described by Krol Q Q. (115). Approximately 10-;.tg portions

of RNA samples were glyoxylated and electrophoresed on a 1.1% agarose gel as described

by McMaster and Carmichael (135). Electrophoretic transfer of RNA to GeneScreenTM

and hybridization, in the presence of 50% formamide at 42 ° C, were performed as described
· by the manufacturer.

ß-Galactosidase Activity Assays.

ß·Galactosidase specific activities were determined as described by Miller (140) in both

nitrogenase repressed and derepressed cultures of _A._ vinelandii OP. Cultures were grown

in 100 ml of Burk’s medium supplemented with 10 mM urea to a cell density of 60 klett.

Cultures were derepressed for nitrogenase for three hours. One tenth ml of the culture

was added to 0.9 ml of Z buffer (140) and cells were permeabilized by the addition of 50

/,:.1 of toluene and vortexing. The reaction was started by the addition of 0.2 ml of a 4

mg/ml solution of p-nitrophenyl·D·galactosidase. The reaction was terminated by the

addition of 500 pl of 1.0 M sodium carbonate. The ß-galactosidase activity was measured

·
as the rate of cleavage of the chromatogenic substrate according to the absorbance reading

at Am. The units of activity used were calculated as described by Miller (140) and used

the equation U = OD,,„/OD6„„ (t) (1000) where t = time of reaction in minutes.

Ouchterlony Double Dilfusion Assay.
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Anti—flavodo>dn serum and purified flavodoxin OP were supplied by Dale Edmondson
(Emory University). Approximately 50 ul of samples were added to an Ouchterlony plate
(0.8% agarose in 0.1 M potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5) wells. Crude extracts were
prepared using the French pressure cell in the presence of DNase and RNase. Ä
vinelandii wild type and strain DJ60 crude extracts (approximately 1.0 mg of protein),

purified flavodoxin (10 ug) and purified MoFe protein (10 ug) from Ä vinelandii OP were

added to the appropriate wells and allowed to diffuse towards anti-MoFe sera or

antiflavodoxin sera added to the central wells.

Oligonucleotide-Directed Mutagenesis.

Oligonucleotides (primers and mutenes) were synthesized on Beckman System 1 Plus or

an Applied Biosystems 381A DNA synthesizer and purified by HPLC (95).

Oligonucleotide—directed mutagenesis was performed using a modiücation of the procedure

of Zoller and Smith (249) followed by a methylation step (87). The desired mutations were

screened and confirmed using dideoxy sequencing. Replicative form DNAs were prepared

from each mutant phage and used to transform competent Ä vinelandii cells. A list of the

mutagenic primers (mutenes) and sequencing primers are shown in Table 4.

Two-dimensional Gel Electrophoresis.

Preparation of extracts for two-dimensional electrophoresis were prepared as described

by Bishop et al. (17). Two dimensional analysis was performed as described by 0’Farrell

(156).
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TABLE 4. Mutagenic primers (mutenes) and sequencing primer used in the constmction
of the site-directed mutationstrains.Mutene

Alteration

E·Mn-1 CCG TCG ACT GCG CCG GCT 153C-»153S

E—Mn-2 ACG GCA CCC AGA ACC TCG 160K—>16OQ
E—Mn-3 ACC TCG GCC ACC GCA TCG 164N—>164H

Primer

EP10 ACG CAG TGT GCA AAG CC
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ISOLATION, NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCING, AND MUTAGENESIS OF THE __NILF
GENE ENCODING A FLAVODOXIN AND DOWNSTREAM FLANKING REGION

IN AZOTOBACFER H

RESULTS

Introduction.

In the facultative anaerobe L nneumoniae, 20 gßspecific genes have been identified (2,
.

32, 191, 214, 94, 83, 13, 195, 14, 161, 46, 48, 29, 28, 109). These genes are clustered on
the chromosome and arranged into eight transcriptional units (Fig. 2). L vinelandii

possesses 18 of these @-specific genes which exhibit structural and/or functional identity

with the nä genes of L nneumoniae (96, 11, 12, 14, 20, 21, 23, 39, 101). Both organisms

share the same sequential arrangement with the genes. However, significant spatial

differences exist between the gene clusters of these organisms. The most striking

difference is the division of the L vinelandii genes into two unlinked gene clusters (Fig.

2). The complete nucleotide sequence of the major @ gene cluster (encoding nitI-IDKTY

nifUSVWZM and the minor gene cluster (@i§Q) in L vinelandii has been

determined. This section describes the restriction enzyme mapping, the nucleotide sequence

analysis and the mutagenesis of the region including and downstream of the @ gene in

L vinelandii. Analysis of this region resulted in the isolation of a flavodoxin encoding

sequence and a loci which when deleted results in a strain requiring acetate for growth.

56
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Isolation and DNA Sequence of the Q Gene.

At the time of this study, only 17 Q-speciüc genes were identiüed in L Qneumoniae
— and 11 Q-specific genes were identified in L vinelandii. Because of the conservation of

Q gene organization between the two organisms, a Q-like sequence was searched for in

the region downstream of the proposed ßßM gene. Random DNA sequence analysis of

this region revealed a flavodoxin encoding sequence. Restriction enzyme mapping ·

experiments demonstrated that the flavodoxin encoding gene was located approximately 1.6

kb downstream of the r1j@ gene and that it was located entirely within a 2.0 kb Lhg

restriction enzyme fragment (Fig. 6). The complete nucleotide sequence of the flavodoxin

gene was completed using the strategy depicted in Fig. 7. The DNA sequence and the

restriction enzyme mapping showed that this gene was transcribed in the same direction

relative to the other identified Q genes of L vinelandii OP. In L pneumoniae, the Q

gene is transcribed in an opposite direction when compared with the other riß genes. The

flavodoxin peptide sequence deduced from the nucleotide sequence was compared with the

peptide sequence previously determined from the puritied protein (216). These sequences

are in agreement with the exception that the DNA sequence indicated a glutamate residue

at position 157 rather than the glutamine residue reported for the determined protein

sequence. From this comparison the conclusion was reached that the flavodoxin gene

isolated here encodes the previously isolated and characterized flavodoxin species. A

potential Q promoter sequence and a Q promoter activator sequence precede the

flavodoxin coding sequence (15,26). A potential rho-independent transcription termination
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FIGURE 6. Restriction map of the nif'F gene and the downstream flanking region. The
region shown here includes approximately 9.0 kilobases of Q vinelandii genomic DNA. The
direction of transcription is from left to right. The entire nifF coding region is contained
on the 2.0 kilobase Xhol restriction enzyme fragment. The hybrid plasmid pDB93
containing this Xhol fragment was used to determine the nucleotide sequence nifF. The
position of specific restriction enzyme sites are indicated by the vertical bars. The cloned
regions within the hybrid plasmids are indicated as horizontal bars. Deletions of Q.
vinelandii sequences are indicated by cross hatched areas, and kanamycin resistance-
encoding cartridge insertions are indicated by an arrowhead.
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FIGURE 7. Strategy used in sequencing the nifF gene. The nifF gene coding region is
indicated by a solid box and in the 3’ to 5’ direction. The direction of nifF transcription
is indicated by the arrow above the solid box. The direction and extent of individual DNA
sequencing experiments are indicated by horizontal arrows. Restriction enzyme sites used

_ for subcloning experiments are indicated on the left.
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ATG GCC AAG ATT GGA CTC TTC TTC GGT AGC AAC ACC GGT AAA ACC CGC AAG GTC GCC AAG
MET ALA LYS ILE GLY LEU PHE PHE GLY SER ASN THR GLY LYS THR ARG LYS VAL ALA LYS

25 30 35 40
TCG ATC AAG AAG CGT TTC GAC GAC GAA ACC ATG TCC GAT GCG CTG AAC GTC AAC CGT GTT
SER ILE LYS LYS ARG PHE ASP ASP GLU THR MET SER ASP ALA LEU ASN VAL ASN ARG VAL

45 50 55 60
TCC GCC GAA GAC TTC GCC CAG TAC CAG TTC CTG ATT CTG GGT ACT CCG ACC CTT GGC GAA
SER ALA GLU ASP PHE ALA GLN TYR GLN PHE LEU ILE LEU GLY THR PRO THR LEU GLY GLU

65 70 75 80
GGC GAA CTG CCC GGT CTG TCC TCC GAC TGC GAA AAC GAA AGC TGG GAA GAA TTC CTG CCG
GLY GLU LEU PRO GLY LEU SER SER ASP CYS GLU ASN GLU SER TRP GLU GLU PHE LEU PRO

85 90 95 100
AAG ATC GAG GGC CTG GAT TTC AGC GGC AAG ACC GTC CCG CTG TTC GGC CTC GGC GAT CAG
LYS ILE GLU GLY LEU ASP PHE SER GLY LYS THR VAL ALA LEU PHE GLY LEU GLY ASP GLN

105 110 115 120
GTT GGC TAT CCC GAG AAT TAC CTG GAT GCC CTG GGC GAA CTG TAT TCC TTC TTC AAG GAC
VAL GLY TYR PRO GLU ASN TYR LEU ASP ALA LEU GLY GLU LEU TYR SER PHE PH LYS ASP

125 130 135 140
CGT GGC GCC AAG ATC GTA GGC TCC TGG TCG ACC GAC GCC TAC GAG TTC GAA AGC TCC GAG
ARG GLY ALA LYS ILE VAL GLY SER TRP SER THR ASP GLY TYR GLU PHE GLU SER SER GLU

145 150 155 160
GCC GTC GTT GAC GGC AAG TTC GTC GGC CTG GCC CTG GAT CTG GAC AAT CAG AGC GGC AAG
ALA VAL VAL ASP GLY LYS PHE VAL GLY LEU ALA LEU ASP LEU ASP ASN GLN SER GLY LYS

165 170 175 180
ACC GAC GAG CGC GTT GCT GCC TCG CTG GCA CAG ATC GCT CCC GAG TTC GGG CTG TCC CTG
THR ASP GLU ARG VAL ALA ALA TRP LEU ALA GLN ILE ALA PRO GLU PHE GLY LEU SER LEU

TAA A A G T C G A T C C C C G G T C A T G C G G T C T C C G T G C A T G G C C G
END
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FIGURE 8. Nucleotide sequence and the predicted amino acid sequence of the nifF gene
from A. vinelandii. The complete DNA sequence deduced from the DNA sequence is
indicated below the nucleotide sequence. A consensus @ promoter sequence is boxed in
the figure and a potential @ activator sequence preceding the promoter is underlined. A
region of dyad symmetry located immediately distal to the nifF coding sequence is indicated
by converging arrows. A pyrimidine~rich region immediately following the region of dyad
symmetry is underlined.



sequence (181) is apparently in the region just distal to the flavodoxin coding sequence

(Fig. 8).

Overexpression of the @ Gene Product in Q gi.

Additional support identifying the @ gene product as flavodoxin was obtained by

expressing the gene product in Q @. Overexpression of flavodoxin in Q would

also sirnplify the puritication of flavodoxin. Overproduction of the flavodoxin was achieved

by cloning the entire proposed @ coding region, minus the @ promoter sequence, behind

the gg; promoter contained in the expression vector pKK223-3. This construction allowed

the expression of flavodoxin to be controlled by the IPTG inducible gg promoter in Q gg

]M105. Induced and uninduced crude extracts prepared from the Q gojj strains containing

the recombinant plasmid, with @ inserted in the correct orientation relative to the gg

promoter (pDB343), and the control strain (pDB344) were electrophoresed on a denaturing

12% PAGE gel. The control strain contained a plasmid with the @ gene inserted in the

incorrect orientation relative to the @ promoter. An overproduced protein with the same

approximate molecular weight as purified Q vinelandii flavodoxin (Mr = 20,000)

accumulated only in the strain containing pDB343 (Fig. 9). This result demonstrated that

the accumulation of the @ gene product was dependent on expression from the @

promoter and that the @ encoded polypeptide has the same electrophoretic properties

as flavodoxin on SDS-PAGE gels.

Southern Hybridization Analysis of the Q gene.

Multiple copies of Q-like genes encoding nitrogenase Fe protein species were reported
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for 5._ vinelandii OP (98). In addition, Veeger et al. characterized three immunologically

distinct Havodoxins from 5._ vinelandii OP (111). We therefore examined whether the @

gene is also reiterated on the vinelandii OP chromosome. Southern analysis was

performed using the 2.0 kb @ enzyme fragment containing the QLF gene as a probe, and
5._ vinelandii OP genomic DNA digested with the restriction enzymes

or(Fig.10). Results of these experiments showed that the probe hybridized to only a

single and _Pg1 restriction enzyme fragment in the respective Southern analyses. .

These results indicated that there is only a single coding sequence on the g vinelandii
l
OP chromosome or that the reiterated coding regions are contained on the same size

and restriction enzyme fragments. To eliminate this latter possibility,

Southern analyses were also performed on @ and @ restriction enzyme digests of

genomic DNAs prepared from two different mutant strains. One of these mutant strains

(DJ60) contains a known deletion and insertion within the @ gene and the other (DJ58) '

contains an insertion within the @ gene (Fig. 11). The details for the construction of

these strains are presented in Materials and Methods and are further discussed in the next

section. Because the locations of the @ and @ restriction enzyme sites within the

insert are known (157), the alteration in the pattem of restriction enzyme fragments

hybridizing to the QLF probe in the respective Southem analyses could be predicted. The

results of the Southem analyses of genomic DNAs from these mutant strains are shown in

Fig. 10. From these results we can unambiguously conclude that there is only a single copy

of the coding sequence on the 5; vinelandii OP chromosome.
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Mutagenesis of the_rLi_fF Gene.

The details of the method used for the site-directed deletion of @-specific gene
fragments from the Ä vinelandii chromosome is described in Materials and Methods. This

procedure involves the deletion of the central portion of gene sequences from

recombinant plasmids, followed by the recombination of such deletions into the Ä
vinelandii OP chromosome during reciprocal recombination events. Strains deleted for a

@·specihc sequence generally exhibit a Nif phenotype, and consequently they are identified
by their inability to grow in the absence of a fixed nitrogen source. Repeated efforts to

isolate a mutant strain that has a deletion within @~coding sequence were unsuccessful.

This result indicated that flavodoxin was either not essential for diazotrophic growth or that

it was an essential cellular component required under all physiological conditions. To

resolve these possibilities, a direct selection mutagenesis strategy was used. For this

purpose' two different hybrid plasmids were constructed, pDB99 and PDBIOO. A DNA

fragment that encodes a kanamycin resistance determinant was inserted intoclonedcoding

sequences such that in the plasmid pDB10O it created an insertion mutation and in

the plasmid pDB99 it created a deletion and an insertion mutation (Fig. 6). Puriüed

preparations of these plasmids were added to competent Ä vinelandii OP cells, and the

transformed cells were plated in nitrogen-supplemented medium containing kanamycin. The

inclusion of kanamycin in the medium provided a positive selection for transformants that

integrated the kanamycin resistance determinant into the chromosome. Southern analysis l
of DNA prepared from the transformants confirmed the location and the orientation of the

kanamycin resistance cartridge within the Ä vinelandii OP chromosome in both mutant
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FIGURE 11. Ä vinelandii strains used in this study. The construction of the mutant
strains DJ58, D.160 and DJ130 is described in Materials and Methods and their structures
are shown in the figure. Strain DJ58 carries a 1.3 kilobase kanamycin resistance
determinant inserted into the unique @1 restriction site located within (the 311 site
is located within codons 130 and 131 of nifF, see Fig. 8). Strain DJ60 carries a 1.3 kilobase
kanamycin resistance determinant which replaces a 318 base pair deletion of the ä coding
region extending from the first to the third HincH restriction enzyme site within gflj. -
Strain DJ130 carries an in—frame fusion between the 130th codon of the @ gene and the

_

12th codon of the lacZ gene (144) from E. @. In the figure, dark shaded areas represent
gif coding sequences, thin lines represent A. vinelandii sequences Banking nifF, and open
regions represent foreign DNA sequences integrated into the Ä vinelandii genome.S Restriction enzymes Xhol and @1 are indicated by X and S in the figure, respectively.
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strains (Fig. 10). The ability to obtain such transformants indicated that flavodoxin is not

an essential cellular component. Both mutant strains were also tested for their ability to

grow in the absence of a fxed nitrogen source. There was no difference in the mutant

strain growth rates (0.62 generation per hour) compared with the wild type strain growth

rate when they were cultured in a liquid Burk’s medium containing no fixed nitrogen

source. However, whole cell acetylene-reduction assays showed that the mutant strains had

only 70% of the wild type acetylene-reducing activity. These results indicated that the

. reduced flavodoxin is not an essential physiological reductant of the nitrogenase in Ä
vinelandii OP. However, flavodoxin does appear to play a role in permitting the full in @

activity of nitrogenase. Whether the role is as the direct reductant of the nitrogenase Fe

protein or as a reductant of some other @ component is not known.

Proof that the mutant strains described above are actually devoid of the @ gene

product was obtained by performing one- and two-dimensional gel electrophoresis of wild

type and mutant crude extracts (data not shown) and by Ouchterlony double diffusion using

crude extracts and flavodoxin-specific antisera. In Fig. 12 the cross-reaction of flavodoxin

specific antisera against wild type and mutant crude extracts are compared. The wild type

crude extract shows a single precipitin band while the mutant strain shows no

immunoprecipitin band. These results show that the mutant strain is indeed lacking the

fiavodoxin protein and that there are no other Ä vinelandii OP proteins immunologically

related to flavodoxin that can be detected by this method.

Q Gene Expression.

Previous studies indicated that flavodoxin accumulated in Ä vinelandii OP under fixing
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nitrogen fixing and non-nitrogen fixing conditions (8). This obsexvation raised the possibility
that @ expression does not respond to a physiological demand for a fxed nitrogen source.
The characteristic @-1ike promoter sequence preceding the QLF gene, however, indicated
that @f_I·§ expression is likely to be regulated, at least in part, by a demand for fixed

nitrogen. To examine the regulation of expression, we constructed a recombinant

plasmid that carries an in-phase translational gene fusion such that the gene (,8-

galactosidase) from Q is fused to the giLF gene, In this construction, the

promoter and the N-terminal coding portion of the QQLF gene were fused close to the N-

terminus of the g gene (Fig. 11). Since this recombinant plasmid carries A vinelandii

OP sequences flanking both sides of the lag gene cartridge, it was possible to use this

gene fusion in a gene replacement experiment such that the fusion was integrated into the

A vinelandii OP chromosome (see Fig. 11). This strain, DJ130, thus produces a _

fusion protein that retains a significant amount of ß-galactosidase activity and whose

transcription and translation is under the control of the @ regulatory elements.

The @-EQ gene fusion strain was assayed for ß-galactosidase activity under both

nitrogenase repressing and derepressing conditions. A nitrogenase derepressed culture has

nearly twice the ß-galactosidase activity (specific activity, 355 Miller units (140)) as the

repressed culture (specific activity, 187 Miller units (140)) indicating that synthesis of

flavodoxin is elevated in response to a demand for a fixed nitrogen source. The high level

of activity under nitrogenase repressing conditions indicated that either the proposed ml:
promoter is partially active under non-nitrogen fixing conditions or that there is another

promoter which directs the transcription of flavodoxin under non-nitrogen fixing conditions.
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Northern Analysis of Q Gene Expression.

Because of the results of gene fusion studies discussed above, northern analysis was used

to determine the size and accumulation of the @—hybridizing mRNA. For these

experiments, a @—speciHc probe was used to examine the accumulation of p_LF mRNA

under nitrogenase repressing and derepressing conditions (Fig. 13). Under nitrogenase

repressing conditions two major @—hybridizing transcripts (approximately 1.6 and 3.0 kb)
' accumulated and a minor transcript (approximately 0.8 kb) accumulated as well. Under

nitrogenase derepressing conditions the relative amounts of the two larger transcripts

remained the same, but the smaller transcript accumulated to a much greater degree (Fig.

13). The 0.8 kb transcript is likely to originate from the proposed gü promoter and ending

at the apparent rho-independent transcription termination signal (see Fig. 8)

Mutagenesis of other genes previously proposed to be involved in electron transport to

nitrogenase in A vinelandii.

Early studies on electron transport to nitrogenase suggested that both reduced flavodoxin

and ferredoxin can donate electrons to the Fe protein of A vinelandii Q @. Because

the tlavodoxin encoded by @ is not essential for diazotrophic growth in A vinelandii, the
_ possibility that a ferredoxin may be involved in electron transport to nitrogenase was further

investigated. The @ gene had previously been cloned, sequenced and mutagenized

(144). This study demonstrated that an A vinelandii OP strain carrying the kanamycin

resistance determinant from Tn903 inserted within the ferredoxin I coding sequence was

capable of normal diazotrophic growth rates as compared to wild type growth rates. In
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addition, @ was not preceded by a @ promoter sequence and its expression was not

stimulated under nitrogen frxing conditions. These results suggested that ferredoxin I is

also not the unique physiological reductant of the Fe protein of nitrogenase in Ä
vinelandii. However, tlavodoxin and ferredoxin have been proposed to function together

in electron transport to nitrogenase in Ä vinelandii (9). The possibility that ferredoxin I

could functionally replace flavodoxin in electron transport and visa versa was investigated

by isolating a strain carrying a mutation in both @ and A recombinant plasmid

containing the kanamycin resistance determinant from Tn903 inserted into the @ coding

sequence was used to transform the Ä vinelandii OP strain (DJ130) carrying a genomic

@—@g; fusion. The flavodoxin-ferredoxin double mutation strain was selected for

kanamycin resistance and exhibited a slightly slower growth rate relative to the wild type

strain, both in the presence and in the absence of a fixed nitrogen source on plated and

liquid Burk’s medium. These results indicated that neither tlavodoxin nor ferredoxin I are

essential for diazotrophic growth and that either another cellular component is capable of

functioning as a non-specific low·potential reductant of nitrogenase or that a completely

different electron transport mechanism to nitrogenase is operating in Ä vinelandii OP.

In L pneumoniae both @ and @ are required for electron transport to the

nitrogenase complex. Due to the conservation of @ gene organization in Ä vinelandii and

L gneumoniae, the possibility that a @1 coding sequence was present in the region

immediately upstream of @ was previously investigated (96). The 5’ end of the open

reading frame preceding was sequenced and found to exhibit no significant identity

with the nucleotide sequence of the QQ1 gene sequenced from L pneumoniae. Because
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FIGURE 14. The diazotrophic growth ratcs of wild type A. vinelandii OP, DJ60
(A@:;1«m), DJ73 (@::kan), DJ154 (A@13;;@ - fd__x_A;:kan), DJ250 (AORF12),
A_1g'f_::kan · AORF12, and @::kan - AORF12. All strains were grown in Burk’s medium
lacking a fixed nitrogen source.
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the sequence identity could be restricted to the portion of the gene which had not been

sequenced, the identity of ORF12 as a ggf;-like gene can not be elirninated. A specific

deletion within ORF12 on the Ä vinelandii OP chromosome was generated, and the
A resulting mutant strain was tested for diazotrophic growth capabilities. This strain was

isolated by restoring a strain phenotypically Nif ,due to a deletion extending from the 5’ end

of ORF12 through the promoter, to Nif* by transforming with a recombinant plasmid

carrying a specific deletion restricted to the ORF12 sequence. The ability to isolate the

Nif* transformants demonstrated that ORF12 does not encoded a polypeptide essential for

nitrogen fixation in Ä vinelandii. Furthermore, a strain carrying a deletion within ORF12

and a kanamycin resistance determinant insertion and deletion within and a strain

containing a deletion within ORF12 and a kanamycin resistance determinant insertion within
@A_, were also isolated and found to beicapable of significant diazotrophic growth rates.

A comparison of the growth rates of wild type Ä vinelandii OP, a flavodoxin mutation

strain (DJ60), a ferredoxin I mutation strain (DJ73), an ORF12 mutation strain (DJ250),

a flavodoxin-ferredoxin I mutation strain (DJ130), a flavodoxin-ORF12 mutation strain, and

a ferredoxin-ORF12 mutation strain is shown in Fig. 14. These results firmly show that

the physiological electron transport mechanism to nitrogenase in Ä vinelandii has not been

discovered and is not dependent upon the presence of @ or ORF12.

Mutational Analysis of the Region Downstream of @.

The possibility that a gene required, or at least involved in electron transport to

nitrogenase or some other aspect of nitrogen fixation might reside downstream of griff, was
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investigated. In L pneumoniae, the @ and @ genes lie immediately

downstream of (see Fig. 2) However, in L vinelandii the @ and @ genes

are located in another position on the chromosome which is unlinked to the major @
cluster (see @ Results). A hybrid plasmid containing the @ coding sequence and

approximately tive kilobases of downstream Hanking sequence was constructed. The

nucleotide sequence approximately two kilobases past the 11LF coding sequence was

determined and found to contain a potential open reading frame. Because @ and gjg

genes are the only @ genes from L pneumoniae which have not been identitied in L

vinelandii and because of the sequential conservation of @ gene organization in L
pneumoniae and L vinelandii, this sequenced region was analyzed for nucleotide and

predicted amino acid sequence identity with the sequences of the L pneumoniae @ and

@1 genes and gene products, respectively. Using the Pustell Sequence Analysis Program,

no significant nucleotide or amino acid sequence identity to gj_f_L_ or to was revealed.

This region was also analyzed for sequence identity to the Rhizobium fixABCX

genes, which are proposed to function in electron transport to nitrogenase in this nitrogen

fixing organism (51). Again no apparent sequence identity between this region in L
vinelandii and the f1xABCX genes in L @ was observed.

Evidence for the presence of a polypeptide coding region within the Hve kilobases

downstream of glfj was obtained when a strain of L vinelandii carrying a deletion from

ORF5 to approximately eight kilobases past gL_F_ (DJ40) (see Fig.2) was observed to be

incapable of growth on Burk’s medium supplemented with urea as the nitrogen source but

capable of growth on Burk’s medium containing ammonium acetate. The loci responsible
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for generating this phenotype was isolated by the construction of a strain carrying either
a deletion or an insertion mutation within the region downstream of @ (Fig. 6). A strain

containing a 3.5 kilobase deletion within this downstream region was isolated using the
following strategy. First, wild type Ä vinelandii OP was co-transformed with a recombinant
plasmid containing the 3.5 kilobase deletion from the upstream region (pDB306) and
a hybrid plasmid carrying the rifampicin resistance determinant (pDB303, see Appendix I),
and co-transformants selected for on Burk’s medium supplemented with ammonium acetate
and rifampicin. Then these transformants were screened for there ability to grow on Burk’s
medium with ammonium acetate but their inability to grow on Burk’s medium containing
urea. A strain carrying the kanamycin resistance determinant from Tn903 inserted within

this region (see Fig. 6) was also isolated and found to be capable on growth Burk’s
supplemented with either ammonium acetate or urea. These results place the acetate

requiring loci at least 4.5 kilobases downstream of gif. The identity of this loci is
unknown, as is the its involvement in nitrogen fxation.

i
DISCUSSION

It is now clear that the product of the @ gene from Ä vinelandii OP is not essential

for diazotrophic growth. Consequently, this flavodoxin cannot be the unique source of

reducing equivalents for nitrogen fixation in Ä vinelandii OP. Furthermore, gene fusion

experiments and Northern analyses of Qfj mRNA demonstrate that the g_j§_F_ gene is

transcribed and translated under non-nitrogen fixing conditions. Based on these results it
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could be argued that the tlavodoxin·encoding gene from Ä vinelandii OP should not be
considered a gene. However, the genotypic designation for this flavodoxin encoding
gene is appropriate for the following reasons: 1) the gene encoding the flavodoxin is located
adjacent to, or possibly within, the major gif gene cluster from Ä vinelandii OP; 2) the @
gene is preceded by a consensus @-promoter sequences, as well as a Q;-activator sequence;
3) one of the three hybridizing transcripts is substantially accumulated only under nitrogen
fixing conditions; and 4) the Ä vinelandii OP gflj gene product has a high level of

sequence identity when compared to the @ gene product from L pneumoniae (46).

If the @ gene product is not the unique source of reducing equivalents for nitrogenase

turnover in Ä vinelandii OP, what are other potential electron donors? There are several

possibilities. Purified ferredoxin I has been shown to be an electron donor to nitrogenase

Q @ (9). Thus, in the absence of flavodoxin it is possible that ferredoxin I acts as the
direct electron donor to nitrogenase. Morgan et al. (144) have described the isolation,

sequence analysis, and mutagenesis of the gene from Ä vinelandii OP encoding ferredoxin

I (@A). These studies show that ferredoxin I is not essential for diazotrophic growth.
Unlike @ a @-specific promoter does not precede the QLA gene and expression of@

appears to be constitutive. The isolation of a flavodoxin·ferredoxin double mutation strain
of Ä vinelandii OP demonstrated that in the absence of both low-potential reductants Ä ·

vinelandii OP is still capable of substantial levels of diazotrophic growth.

The presence of three different flavodoxins in Ä vinelandii ATCC 478 had previously

been reported (111). These flavodoxins have nearly identical molecular weights and

isoelectric points, yet they are structurally and immunologically distinct. One of these
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flavodoxins accumulated only in response to nitrogen fixing conditions (111). If there are
also other forms of flavodoxin present in the strain used in this study, Ä vinelandii OP,
then perhaps a reduced form of one of these proteins might be used for the nitrogenase
tumover. However, there is no evidence that more that a single flavodoxin species is

present in Ä vinelandii OP. Finally, it was recently shown that the fixABCX gene cluster
Q

from Rhizobium is capable of hybridizing to Ä vinelandii OP genomic DNA (51),

and it was suggested that the fixABCX gene cluster products could be involved in electron
transport to nitrogenase.

In L pneumoniae electron transport to nitrogenase is dependent on the action of the
gif encoded flavodoxin and the @ encoded flavodoxinzpyruvate oxidoreductase. The @

gene is located immediately upstream of gifj on the L gneumoniae chromosome. The

nucleotide sequence approximately two kilobases upstream of gfj in Ä vinelandii was

determined and an open reading frame (ORF12), was identified (96). However, a

comparison of the sequences of ORF12 and @ did not reveal sequence identity at theH
DNA or the amino acid level. Furthermore, mutation of ORF12 did not effect diazotrophic

growth capabilities. The possibility that the ORF12 encoded polypeptide functioned in

concert with flavodoxin or was somehow involved in electron transport to nitrogenase was

further investigated by the isolation of flavodoxin—ORF12 and ferredoxin-ORF12 double

mutation strains. Because no substantial affect on nitrogen fixing growth rates was observed

in the mutation strains in relation to the growth rates of the flavodoxin and ferredoxin
I mutation strains, respectively, ORF12 does not appear to function in the same physiological

event as either flavodoxin or ferredoxin.
V
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Northern analyses indicated that there are three overlapping transcripts which

accumulated in Ä vinelandii OP. One of these transcripts substantially accumulated only
in response to a demand for a fixed nitrogen source. The simplest explanation for these
results is that a @-specific promoter is located immediately adjacent to the flavodoxin
coding region and that there may be an additional two promoters located approximately 0.8
and 2.2 kilobases preceding the @ gene. Transcription from these latter two promoters
is apparently insensitive to the nitrogen status of the cell. The nucleotide sequence two
kilobases downstream of the @ gene was determined and identified a potential open

reading frame but did not identify an Q @ consensus promoter-like sequence or gif-
specific promoter sequence. However, a consensus promoter sequence from constitutively
expressed genes in Ä vinelandii is not available and thus could be present and not
recognized. Northern analyses using a series of probes from this upstream region are

necessary to gain more insight into this transcriptional pattern.

Comparison of the sequence of the partial open reading frame identified downstream of
gjf__F with the sequences of the Ä pneumoniae _r_@ and @ genes and the

ÄfixABCXgenes did not reveal any significant sequence identities at the DNA or the amino

acid levels. However, mutational analysis of the four kilobases of DNA past the sequenced
region identified .a loci responsible for generating an acetate requiring strain of Ä
vinelandii. The identity of this loci is unknown but several possibilities exist. Absence of

a functional pyruvate dehydrogenase complex would be phenotypically reflected by a strain

requiring acetate for growth because the pyruvate generated during glycolysis could not be

converted to acetyl-CoA. Acetyl-CoA is required for maintenance of the tricarboxylic acid
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V cycle which is a major energy generating pathway for the cell. The pyruvate dehydrogenase

complex is composed of multiple copies of three enzymes, pyruvate dehydrogenase (E1),
dihydrolipoate transacetylase (E2) and dihydrolipoate dehydrogenase (E3). The genes
encoding each of these enzymes have been isolated and the nucleotide sequence determined
in Q (211). The nucleotide sequences of the dihydrolipoate transacetylase and the

V
dihydrolipoate dehydrogenase have also been determined in Q vinelandii (73, 239).

V
Preliminary results (random sequencing of this QfQ_F upstream region) suggest that the genes

encoding any of the components of the pyruvate dehydrogenase complex are not located

in this region. However, this result is far from conclusive. The pyruvate dehydrogenase ‘

enzyme of the complex contains thiamine pyrophosphate and dihydrolipotransacetylase

contains lipoate as cofactors. The possibility that the acetate -requiring phenotype is due
to a mutation is a gene encoding a polypeptide involved in the biosynthesis of lipoate is

presently being investigated by Kok Q Q. (personal communication). Whether a

relationship between the coding regions downstream of QQF and nitrogen fixation exists is

unknown. The physiological role of flavodoxin in relationship to nitrogen üxation in Q
vinelandii, as well as its function under non-nitrogen fixing conditions also remains an open

question.



NUCLEOTIDE SEQUENCE AND MUTAGENESIS OF THE GENE FROM
AZOTOBACTER H

DNA Sequence of the A vinelandii @ Gene.

The nucleotide sequence of a 3.7 kilobase E_g9_R1 restriction enzyme fragment which

contains the A vinelandii @ and Ä genes was previously reported (101). In L

pneumoniae the ß and genes are contiguous (2), where as in A vinelandii, @ and

QQQ are separated by two potential genes of unknown function (101). The deduced amino

acid sequence of a partial open reading frame preceding the A vinelandii gene

indicated that was encoded in this region (101). Based on these results, we cloned

two adjacent 1.7 kilobase Qall restriction enzyme fragments that encompass the entirei
gene, as well as some flanking sequences (see Fig. 15). The entire sequence of the 1.7

kilobase fragment contained on pDB150 was determined, as was the proximal portion

on the 1.7 kilobase @1 restriction enzyme fragment contained on plasmid pDB160 (Fig.

15). These experiments confirmed that the A vinelandii @ and genes are linked

and completed the DNA sequence analysis of the @ gene.

The deduced amino acid sequence for the _r;LfA gene product has high sequence identity

when compared with @-encoded gene products from several other diazotrophic organisms

(29,32,109,216,236). The A vinelandii g_if_.A gene product is composed of 522 residues and

has a calculated M, = 58,100 if the N-terminal methionine residue is included in the

calculation. In Fig. 17, the A vinelandii and A pneumoniae gene products are

compared and this comparison supports conclusions from previous interspecies comparisons

81
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GTC GAC AAC GCC ATC GAG TCC ATG AGC CAG AAC CAG GTC AGC CGC CGC GAG CTG TTC ATCVAL ASP ASN ALA ILE GLU SER MET SER GLN ASN GLN VAL SER ARG ARG GLU LEU PHE ILE
AGC ACC CGC GTG GAG AAC CAC CTG GTG CGC ATG GAG ATC ACC GAC AGC GGC CCG GGC ATTSER THR ARG VAL GLU ASN HIS LEU VAL ARG MET GLU ILE THR ASP SER GLY PRO GLY ILE
CCG CCC GAC CTG GTG CTG AAG GTG TTC GAG CCG TTC TTC AGC ACC AAG CCG CCA CAC CGCPRO PRO ASP LEU VAL LEU LYS VAL PHE GLU PRO PHE PHE SER THR LYS PRO PRO HIS ARG
GTC GGG CGC GGC ATG GGC CTG CCG GTG GTG CAG GAG ATC GTC GCC AAG CAC GCC GGC ATGVAL GLY ARG GLY MET GLY LEU PRO VAL VAL GLN GLU ILE VAL ALA LYS HIS ALA GLY MET
GTG CAC GTA GAC ACC GAC TAT CGC GAA GGC TGC CGG ATC GTC GTC GAG CTG CCC TTC TCGVAL HIS VAL ASP THR ASP TYR ARG GLU GLY CYS ARG ILE VAL VAL GLU LEU PRO PHE SER
GCC TCC ACC TGA A C A G C G A C A G G G A A T G C C C ATG AAT GCA ACC ATC CCTALA SER THR END MET ASN ALA THR ILE PRO10 20CAG CGC TCG GCC AAA CAG AAC CCG GTC GAA CTC TAT GAC CTG CAA TTG CAG GCC CTG GCGGLN ARG SER ALA LYS GLN ASN PRO VAL GLU LEU TYR ASP LEU GLN LEU GLN ALA LEU ALA30 40AGC ATC GCC CGC ACG CTC AGC CGC GAA CAA CAG ATC GAC GAA CTG CTC GAA CAG GTC CTGSER ILE ALA ARG THR LEU SER ARG GLU GLN GLN ILE ASP GLU LEU LEU GLU GLN VAL LEU50 60GCC GTA CTG CAC AAT GAC CTC GGC CTG CTG CAT GGC CTG GTG ACC ATT TCC GAC CCG GAAALA VAL LEU HIS ASN ASP LEU GLY LEU LEU HIS GLY LEU VAL THR ILE SER ASP PRO GLU70 80CAC GGC GCC CTG CAG ATC GGC GCC ATC CAC ACC GAC TCG GAA GCG GTG GCC CAG GCC TGCHIS GLY ALA LEU GLN ILE GLY ALA ILE HIS THR ASP SER GLU ALA VAL ALA GLN ALA CYS90 100
GAA GGC GTG CGC TAC AGA AGC GGC GAA GGC GTG ATC GGC AAC GTG CTC AAG CAC GGC AACGLU GLY VAL ARG TYR ARG SER GLY GLU GLY VAL ILE GLY ASN VAL LEU LYS HIS GLY ASN110 120
AGC GTG GTG CTC GGG CGC ATC TCC GCC GAC CCG CGC TTT CTC GAC CGC CTG GCG CTG TACSER VAL VAL LEU GLY ARG ILE SER ALA ASP PRO ARG PHE LEU ASP ARG LEU ALA LEU TYR130 140
GAC CTG GAA ATG CCG TTC ATC GCC GTG CCG ATC AAG AAC CCC GAG GGC AAC ACC ATC GGCASP LEU GLU MET PRO PHE ILE ALA VAL PRO ILE LYS ASN PRO GLU GLY ASN THR ILE GLY150 160
GTG CTG GCG GCC CAG CCG GAC TGC CGC GCC GAC GAG CAC ATG CCC GCG CGCVACG CGC TTCVAL LEU ALA ALA GLN PRO ASP CYS ARG ALA ASP GLU HIS MET PRO ALA ARG THR ARG PHE170 180
CTG GAG ATC GTC GCC AAC CTG CTG GCG CAG ACC GTG CGC CTG GTG GTG AAC ATC GAG GACLEU GLU ILE VAL ALA ASN LEU LEU ALA GLN THR VAL ARG LEU VAL VAL ASN ILE GLU ASP190 200
GGC CGC GAG GCC GCC GAC GAG CGC GAC GAA CTG CGT CGC GAG GTG CGC GGC AAG TAC GGCGLY ARG GLU ALA ALA ASP GLU ARG ASP GLU LEU ARG ARG GLU VAL ARG GLY LYS TYR GLY210 220
TTC GAG AAC ATG GTG GTG GGC CAC ACC CCC ACC ATG CGC CGG GTG TTC GAT CAG ATC CGCPHE GLU ASN MET VAL VAL GLY HIS THR PRO THR MET ARG ARG VAL PHE ASP GLN ILE ARG230 240
CGG GTC GCC AAG TGG AAC AGC ACC GTA CTG GTC CTC GGC GAG TCC GGT ACC GGC AAG GAAARG VAL ALA LYS TRP ASN SER THR VAL LEU VAL LEU GLY GLU SER GLY THR GLY LYS GLU
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Z50 260CTG ATC GCC AGC GCC ATC CAC TAC AAG TCG CCG CGC GCG CAC CGC CCC TTC GTC CGC CTGLEU ILE ALA SER ALA ILE HIS TYR LYS SER PRO ARG ALA HIS ARG PRO PHE VAL ARG LEU270 280 ·AAC TGC GCC GCG CTG CCG GAA ACC CTG CTC GAG TCC GAA CTC TTC GGC CAC GAG AAG GGC_ _ ASN CYS ALA ALA LEU PRO GLU THR LEU LEU GLU SER GLU LEU PHE GLY HIS GLU LYS GLY290 ”
300GCC TTC ACC GGC GCG GTG AAG CAG CGC AAG GGG CGT TTC GAG CAG GCC GAC GGC GGC ACCALA PHE THR GLY ALA VAL LYS GLN ARG LYS GLY ARG PHE GLU GLN ALA ASP GLY GLY THR310 320 ~CTG TTC CTC GAC GAG ATC GGC GAG ATC TCG CCG ATG TTC CAG GCC AAG CTG CTG CGC GTGLEU PHE LEU ASP GLU ILE GLY GLU ILE SER PRO MET PHE GLN ALA LYS LEU LEU ARG VAL330 340CTG CAG GAA GGC GAG TTC GAG CGG GTC GGC GGC AAC CAG ACG GTG CGG GTC AAC GTG CGCLEU GLN GLU GLY GLU PHE GLU ARG VAL GLY GLY ASN GLN THR VAL ARG VAL ASN VAL ARG350 360ATC GTC GCC GCC ACC AAC CGC GAC CTG GAA AGC GAG GTG GAA AAG GGC AAG TTC CGC GAGILE VAL ALA ALA THR ASN ARG ASP LEU GLU SER GLU VAL GLU LYS GLY LYS PHE ARG GLU370 380GAC CTC TAC TAC CGC CTG AAC GTC ATG GCC ATC CGC ATT CCG CCG CTG CGC GAG CGT ACCASP LEU TYR TYR ARG LEU ASN VAL MET ALA ILE ARG ILE PRO PRO LEU ARG GLU ARG THR _390 400GCC GAC ATT CCC GAA CTG GCG GAA TTC CTG CTC GGC AAG ATC GGC CGC CAG CAG GGC CGCALA ASP ILE PRO GLU LEU ALA GLU PHE LEU LEU GLY LYS ILE GLY ARG GLN GLN GLY ARG410 420CCG CTG ACC GTC ACC GAC AGC GCC ATC CGC CTG CTG ATG AGC CAC CGC TGG CCG GGC AACPRO LEU THR VAL THR ASP SER ALA ILE ARG LEU LEU MET SER HIS ARG TRP PRO GLY ASN430 440GTG CGC GAA CTG GAG AAC TGC CTG GAG CGC TCG GCG ATC ATG AGC GAG GAC GGC ACC ATCVAL ARG GLU LEU GLU ASN CYS LEU GLU ARG SER ALA ILE MET SER GLU ASP GLY THR ILE450 460ACC CGC GAC GTG GTC TCG CTG ACC GGG GTC GAC AAC GAG AGC CCG CCG CTC GCC GCG CCGTHR ARG ASP VAL VAL SER LEU THR GLY VAL ASP ASN GLU SER PRO PRO LEU ALA ALA PRO470 480CTG CCC GAG GTC AAC CTG GCC GAC GAG ACC CTG GAC GAC CGC GAA CGG GTG ATC GCC GCCLEU PRO GLU VAL ASN LEU ALA ASP GLU THR LEU ASP ASP ARG GLU ARG VAL ILE ALA ALA490 500CTC GAA CAG GCC GGC TGG GTG CAG GCC AAG GCC GCG CGG CTG CTG GGC ATG ACG CCG CGGLEU GLU GLN ALA GLY TRP VAL GLN ALA LYS ALA ALA ARG LEU LEU GLY MET THR PRO ARG510 520CAG ATC GCC TAC CGC ATC CAG ACC CTC AAC ATC CAC ATG CGC AAG ATC TGA C G G G A CGLN ILE ALA TYR ARG ILE GLN THR LEU ASN ILE HIS MET ARG LYS ILE END
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FIGURE 15. Nucleotide sequence of the A. vinelandii nifA gene. A potential openreading frame precedes the numbered ä coding sequence. Numbers refer to thededuced nifA gene product amino acid sequence. The initiation codon for @_A_1s mferredby comparison with other nifA gene sequences.
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FIGURE 16. Physical organization of @-m_fg-;1@ region from A vinelandii. The
direction of transcription is from left to right. The mfg and ä genes have been
identified by their high level of sequence identity when compared with their Q pneumoniae
counterparts. Two potential open reading frames one of which appears to encode a
ferredoxin, _tQr_A, are located between mfg and m_fQ. A potential gmlspecific promoter has
been proposed to be located within the @4-_rg@ intergenic region (Joerger and Bishop,
1988) A potential open reading frame preceding @ is indicated in the figure. The
positions of specific restriction enzyme sites are indicated by bars. The cloned regions
contained within hybrid plasmids pDB150 and pDB160 are indicated as horizontal bars.
Both of the cloned fragments are approximately 1.7 kb in length and the fragment present
in pDB330 is approximately 3.4 kb in length. The deletion in plasmid pDB155 is indicated
by hatches. In pDB167, the deleted region was replaced by a 1.3 kb kanamycin resistance-
encoding cartridge and this insertion is indicated by an arrowhead. The hybrid plasmid
pDB218 contains an gpml deletion replaced by the 1.3 kb kanamycin resistance-encoding
cartridge. The ß gene is contained entirely within the 5.0 kb QM restriction fragment
cloned in plasmid pDB144. The plasmid pDB291 carries the 1.3 kb kanamycin resistance·
encoding cartridge cloned into the unique Qgl restriction site within the coding region.
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of g gene products (47,29). The g vinelandii mfg gene is also related to the g

gene of Rhizobium, though overall the similarity is less than that to the g gene of Q
pneumoniae. The N-terminal portions of the respectiveg gene products have signiücant
but relatively low interspecies sequence identity. This observation is in line with previous
experiments which indicated that a significant portion of the N-terminal region of

Bradyghizobium japonicum (59) and the Rhizobium gene products (16) is not
required for activation of g promoters. Beyond amino acid residue 210 and through the
remainder of the g vinelandii g product there is strong and continuous sequence

l

identity in comparison with the Q pneumoniae mfg gene product. There are two
conserved sequences present in all available gene products that have been assigned

potential structural significance (47, 29). These structures include a potential ATP-binding
site located between amino acid residues 240 and 257 (using the g._ vinelandii sequence as

a reference; Fig. 16), and a potential DNA binding domain located near the C—terminus of l
the polypeptide (Fig. 17). The presence of a consensus DNA binding site within the g

gene product is consistent with its proposed role as a transcriptional activator molecule.

Whether or not ATP actually binds the gg gene product is not yet known. However,

such binding could have a regulatory function, since nitrogen fixation is an energy-intensive

process.

Identification of an open reading frame preceding nig

Examination of the available DNA sequence in the region preceding did not reveal

the presence of a promoter structure of any known type. However, the COOH terminal
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MNATIPQRSAKQNPVELYDLQLOALASIARTLSREQOIDELLEQVLAVLHNDLGLLHGLVTISDPEHGAL 702 2 2 222 2 22 2222 22 2 2
··MIHKSDSDTTVRRFDLSQQFTAMORISVVLSRATEASKTLOEVLSVLHNDAFMQHGMICLYDSOQEIL

I
QIGAIHTDSEAVAQACEGVRYRSGEGVIGNVLKHGNSVVLGRISADPRFLDRLALYDLEMPFIAVPIKNP 1402 2 222 222 2 kk 2 2 22 2 2 222222 222 222222 2
SIEALQQTEDQTLPGSTQIRYRPGEGLVGTVLAQGQSLVLPRVADDQRFLDRLSLYDYDLPFIAVPLMGP

EGNTIGVLAAOPDCRADEHMPARTRFLEIVANLLAQTVRLVVNIEDGREAAD——-ERDELRR·EVRGKYG 207222222 2 2 2 22222 2222 222 22 2 2 2
HSRPIGVLAAHAMARQEERLPACTRFLETVANLIAQTIRLMILPTSAAQAPQQSPRIERPRACTPSRGFG

FENMVVGHTPTMRRVFDQIRRVAKWNSTVLVLGESGTGKELIASAIHYKSPRAHRPFVRLNCAALPETLL 277_ 222 22 2 22 2 22 2 2 2222 #22**222222 222 2222 22 222222 22
LENM·VGKSPAMRQIMDIIRQVSRWDTTVLVRGESGTGKELIANAIHHNSPRAAAAFVKFNCAALPDNLL

ATP Binding Site

ESELFGHEKGAFTGAVKQRKGRFEQADGGTLFLDEIGEISPMTQAKLLRVLQEGEFERVGGNQTVRVNVR 347äkkkkkktkkkäüäkk 2222222 2222222222222 2 2222222 22222 22222 2 22222
ESELFGHEKGAFTGAVRORKGRFELADGGTLFLDEIGESSASFQAKLLRILOEGEMERVGGDETLRVNVR

IVAATNRDLESEVEKGKFREDLYYRLNVMAIRIPPLRERTADIPELAEFLLGKIGROQGRPLTVTDSAIR 4172 22222 kk 22 2 222222222222 2 222222 22 222 kk 22 222 2 2 222
IIAATNRHLEEEVRLGHFREDLYYRLNVMPIALPPLRERQEDIAELAHFLVRKIAHSQGRTLRISDGAIR

LLMSHRWPGNVRELENCLERSAIMSEDGTITRDVVSLTGVDNESPPLAAPLP·EVNLADETLDDRERVIA 486222 2222222222222222 22 2 2 222 2 2 2 2 2 22 2 2 22
LLMEYSWPGNVRELENCLERSAVLSESGLIDRDVILFNHRDNPPKALASSGPAEDGWLDNSLDERQRLIA

ALEOAGWVOAKAARLLGMTPROIAYRIQTLNIHMRKI 486222 222222222222222222 22222 2 2
ALEKAGWVQAKAARLLGMTPRQVAYRIQIMITMPRL

DNA Binding Site

FIGURE 17. Comparison of the A vinelandii and the K. pneumoniae niEA gene products.
The upper numbered sequence represents the A. vinelandii nifA—encoded product and the
lower sequence corresponds to the K. pneumoniae nifA—encoded product. The
entiresequencesfor both organisms are shown. Dashes 11’1 the respective sequences represent
packing characters used to allow optimum alignment. Sequence identities are indicated by
astericks. A consensus ATP binding site and a consensus DNA binding site are underlined.
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portion of a potential open reading frame was recognized in this region. The termination
codon for this open reading frame precedes the proposed initiation codon by 19 base
pairs (Fig. 16). Since the gene encoding the negative regulatory element (gg precedes,
and is cotranscribed with, in Q gneumoniae (48), we compared the translation product
of the identified open reading frame preceding gg from Q vinelandii with the available

Q pneumoniae product sequence. Some sequence identity was revealed by this comparison

(Fig. 18). Drummond and Wooton (48) have suggested that the gene product is
structurally related to a class of regulatory proteins involved in transcription control,
including the g gene product. Ronson et al. (180) have reported that the C4-

dicarboxylate regulatory gene product from Rhizobium leggminosarum (ggene product),

as well as a number of other environmental sensory elements (including gene product

from Q pneumoniae) share significant relationships in terms of primary sequence. Much

of this conservation of sequence in confined to the COOH-end of the respective

polypeptides. Because it is known that the g product is not required for the activation

of gene expression in Q vinelandii, it is possible that the product of the open reading
frame preceding mg might serve as an activator of gg in a fashion analogous to the

and the _clg;_B~g regulatory elements. If so primary sequence homology is

predicted in the COOH-terminal portion of the open reading frame product when it is

compared with the and gene products. Such a comparison (shown in Fig.18)

does reveal significant conserved identities among the COOH-ends of the Q leggminosarum

gene product, the Q pneumoniae g gene product, and the identified Q vinelandii

open reading frame. These conserved residues are the ones that have been recognized as
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RlDctB VADNGPGIPTEIRKGLFTPFNTSKE·--SGLGLGVISKDIVGDYGGRMVASDS-GGTRFIVQLRKA
2 2222222 kt 2 2 2 222 2 2 2 2 2 2

KpNtrB VEDNGPGIPSHLQDTLFYPMVSGRE---GGTGLGLSIARSLIDOHSGKIEFTSWPGHTEFSVYLPIRK
2 22222 2 2 2 2 2 2 kk 2 2 2

AV—ORF ITDSGPGIPPDLVLKVFEPFFSTKPPHRVGRGMGLPVVQEIVAKHAGMVHVDTDYREGCRIVVELPFSAST
2 2 2 kk 2 2 kk 2 2 2 2 2

KpNifL EGWLSLYLNDNVPLLQVRYAHSPDALNSPGKGMELRLIQTLVAYHRGAIELASRPQGGTSLVLRFPLFNTLTCGEO

FIGURE 18. Comparison of the COOH—terminal regions of the g.leggminosarumgene
product (R1DctB), the E pneumoniae gene product (KpNtrB), the potential

open reading frame product which precedes the Q vinelandii @ gene (AV—ORF) and the
g. pneumoniae gene product (KpNifL). Only adjacent sequences are directly
compared and sequence identities are indicated by astericks. Dashes indicate packing
characters used to achieve optimum alignment.
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being generally conserved in environmental sensory elements (48,180). Conclusions

regarding the function of the open reading frame product as a potential negative regulatory

element (analogous to the _1j_tLL_ gene product) or as a potential environmental sensory

element (analogous to the @ gene product), however, must await the genetic analysis of

this region.

Mutagenesis of the@ gene

A method for the site·directed deletion of gülspecitic gene fragments from the gW
vinelandii chromosome and a direct selection mutagenesis strategy for mutagenizing @

genes in A.vinelandii have been described in the Material and Methods. Using these

procedures, two mutant strains deticient in @ were isolated. One mutant strain has an

in-frame deletion that removes the coding region for amino acid residues 71 through 327

(DJ140, @), and the other has the same region deleted and replaced with a kanamycin

resistance encoding gene cartridge (DJ143, _1j_fj::kan'). Hybrid plasmids pDB155 and

pDB167, respectively, were used for these mutant strain constructions (see Fig. 15).

Neither mutant strain is capable of diazotrophic growth in Burk’s nitrogen—free medium.

Two—dimensional gel analysis of extracts from nitrogenase-derepressed DJ140 (@A)

revealed that the nitrogenase structural components do not accumulate in this strain (Fig.

19). This result demonstrates that the @ gene product from g vinelandii is required for

the expression or the accumulation of the nitrogenase structural gene products.

An gg vinelandii mutantstrain (UW1) pleiotrophically deficient in the accumulation of

nitrogenase components was previously isolated and characterized (197). Results from two
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factor crosses indicated that the mutation in UW1 is linked to another A vinelandii gif-

specific mutation that is carried in the mutant strain UW45 (17). It is lcnown that the
mutation in UW45 is located within the gf}; gene (101). We therefore performed marker
rescue experiments using purified DNA preparations of plasmid pDB150 and the deletion

derivative of that plasmid (pDB155) to determine if the UW1 strain is altered within the

ß gene. It was possible to transform competent cells of UW1 to prototrophy using

pDB150 DNA but not pDB155 DNA (see Fig. 15 for a comparison of pDB150 and
pDB155). Thus, strain UWI is altered within the @ gene and we propose to designate

this mutation @1.

Summary

It is now established that a pifA gene product that is structurally and functionally related

to the L pneumoniae gene product is encoded on the A vinelandii genome. In a

separate study, Santero et al. (185) have confirmed these results and also discuss the

potential participation of the Q gene product in regulation of the expression of

alternative nitrogenases in A vinelandii. Santero et al. (185) also present evidence for the

existance of another @—specific regulatory element that they propose to call The

specific roles of the products of gig, and the open reading frame preceding Q in

regulating nitrogenase expression in A vinelandii remain to be elucidated.

The available cloned @f;A—specific DNA fragments, the @ deletion strain described

here, plus the previously described gene replacement technique for the genetic manipulation

of A vinelandii (23) now permit the site-directed mutagenesis of the A vinelandii @
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gene. Such experiments should help to test the various structural and functional predictions
that have emerged from the interspecies comparisons of nifA gene products.



SITE—DIRBCI'BD MUTAGENESIS OF THE NLB POLYPEPTIDE

Construction of mutant strains.

The Q. vinelandii mutant strain used in this study were constructed using a site—directed

mutagenesis/gene replacement strategy described previously (22, 40). The basic steps of this
strategy are depicted in Fig. 20. First, strain DJ228 was constructed which is deleted for

V part of the @—coding sequence (amino acids 15 through 344) including the amino acid
residues targeted for substitution. In addition, this deletion is replaced by a kanamycin
resistance—encoding cartridge. Isolation of this strain was performed as described previously
for the isolation of the and deletion plus insertion mutation strains (DJ60 and
DJ143, respectively). Competent cultures of wild type Q vinelandii OP were transformed

with a hybrid plasmid carrying the deletion and kanamycin resistance determinant

insertion. Double reciprocal recombination events were directly selected for by plating on

Burk’s medium supplemented with ammonium acetate and kanamycin. Removal of a large

portion of the @—coding sequence renders this mutation strain phenotypically Nif‘, which

is essential for its use in the gene replacement procedure.

Site-directed mutation vectors were constructed in the bacteriophage cloning vector M13
using the procedure described in Materials and Methods. The recombinant M13 mutation

vectors contained a 1.6 kilobase pair §@I fragment extending from 340 base pairs upstream

of the ß-coding sequence through 1292 base pairs into the pjfg-coding region (which

corresponds to 431 amino acids of the predicted amino acid sequence of Niüi). Specific
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FIGURE 20. Strategy for the construction of site—directed mutantion strains. Introduction
of a single point mutation, indicated by a dot on the mutation vector, into the Ä vinelandii
nit“E coding sequence leads to either a Nif* or a Nifphenotype in the resultant mutant
strain. A) Mutations that do not cause a Nif° phenotype are introduced into the Ävinelandii chromosome by transforming a Nif‘strain which carries a deletion within a Qstructural gene (indicated by crosshatching). B) Mutations that result in a Nif‘ phenotype
are introduced into the Ä vinelandii genome by transforming the wild type strain to Nif*
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nucleotide changes were made in the recombinant vector by oligonucleotide—directed
mutagenesis to generate specific amino acid substitutions within the L1@—CO(llI1g sequence
as described in Materials and Methods. Double stranded recombinant M13 mutation

4
vectors containing single, double or triple amino acid substitutions were used to transform

competent cultures of the deletion plus insertion mutation strain. Double reciprocal

recombination between the homologous regions of the recombinant i fragment within

the mutation vector DNA and the pif_l§._ mutated chromosomal DNA from strain DJ228

results in the restoration of a complete ß-coding sequence with an amino acid

substitution(s). Thus, recombinants were screened for their diazotrophic growth capabilities

on Burk’s medium lacking a fixed nitrogen source.

If the amino acid substitutions at particular residue abolished function, recombinants
would remain Nif‘ and would be incapable of growth on Burk’s medium. Mutant strains

possessing the substitution of an essential amino acid residue can be isolated using the

indirect selection scheme of congression which has been described in detail in Materials and

Methods (see Panel B of Fig. 20). The recombinants carrying a substitution of an essential

amino acid residue are identified by their ability to grow only on the media containing a

fixed nitrogen source.

All site—directed mutant strains will be designated as in the following example: ’E153SC’

where ’E’ represents the gene carrying the amino acid substitution, ’153’ represents the

position of the substituted residue in the A vinelandii predicted amino acid sequence, ’S’

is the one letter abbreviation designating the amino acids residue in the wild type sequence

and ’C’ is the one letter abbreviation for the newly substituted amino acid residue.
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Mutation strains containing two amino acid residue substitutions will be written in the same
manner with each mutation being individually designated (for example E153SC·160KQ).

Rationale for Amino Acid Substitutions '

A working model was developed in this laboratory for the assignment of potential
metallocluster domains in the MoFe protein, one of the components of the nitrogenase
complex. The basic criteria of this model have been previously described (22, 40). The
MoFe protein is an 0:,,82 tetrameric protein which contains at least two distinct types of
metalloclusters, the P clusters and the FeM0—cofactors (M clusters) (116, 171, 196). The
MoFe protein is believed to contain four P clusters, which may be [4Fe-4S] type clusters,
and two FeMo-cofactors, which are complex clusters containing Fe, S and Mo in an
unknown arrangement (116). The FeMo—cofactor is proposed to be located at the active
site of the MoFe protein (77,116). Correlation of the quantitative metallocluster extrusion
studies of the MoFe protein with the MoFe protein interspecies and intersubunit

comparisons and with the MoFe protein subunits (Ni£D and NiH() and FeM0-cofactor

biosynthetic gene product (NifE and NifN) comparisons were used for the formulation of

this model. The spectroscopic properties of the metalloclusters also provided valuable

information. In this study the ß-gene product was altered by site-directed mutagenesis

to more closely resemble the MoFe protein at a region in the amino acid sequence of the

NiEE product proposed to function in FeMo-cofactor binding.
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a) MoFe protein metallocluster extrusion reguirements.

Information regrading the identity of the metallocluster ligands can be obtained by
considering that the solvents required for the extrusion of a particular metallocluster
probably imitate the amino acid residues which function as ligands. Additional information
about metallocluster ligation in the MoFe protein has come from the examination of the °

spectroscopic properties of the metalloclusters. Because the P clusters can be extruded

l from the MoFe protein by treatment with thiols in a denaturing solvent, cysteinyl
mercaptide groups are proposed to function as P cluster ligands (116). The [4Fe-4S]
centers of ferredoxins, which are known to be ligated by cysteinyl thiol linkages, can also
be released from the protein with thiol treatment in a denaturing solvent, providing
additional indirect support for the thiol ligation to the P clusters of the MoFe protein (24,
71). However, the unusual spectroscopic properties of the P clusters suggest that they exist
in a different environment than the [4Fe-4S] centers in ferredoxin, and consequently the
P clusters are not expected to be exclusively ligated by cysteinyl ligands (116).

The FeMo-cofactors are extruded from the MoFe protein by acid base treatment, which
destroys the P clusters, followed by extraction into N-methylformamide (NMF) (196). That

the amide containing compounds NMF and formamide facilitate FeMo—cofactor release

suggests amide mediated ligation to the FeMo-cofactor. Spectroscopic studies also suggest
that amide containing amino acid residues (His Asn, Gln) may function as FeMo—cofactor
ligands (230). At least one cysteinyl mercaptide ligand to FeMo—cofactor has been proposed
based on the reaction of a single thiolate per Mo atom (152).
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b) MoFe protein interspecies and intersubunit comparisons

Spectroscopic studies, extrusion experiments and biochemical reconstitution studies

suggest that the P clusters and the FeMo-cofactors are not physically associated in the
A

MoFe protein (116, 196, 57, 71, 234, 248, 205, 133, 49, 210). This observation allows the

assignment of specific regions in the primary sequence as either P cluster binding regions

or FeMo-cofactor binding domains. Potential metallocluster binding regions have been

targeted partially from the interspecies and intersubunit comparisons. Comparison of the
amino acid sequences of the cz- and ß—subunits of the MoFe protein deduced from the

nucleotide sequences of _;1i@ and gi_f_[_( from a number of different organisms (Fig. 21 and

22) revealed extensive sequence identities. Conservation of the secondary and tertiary

structure is also suggested by computer assisted secondary structure predictions and by the

conservation of residues (Pro and Gly) often located at reverse turns (22). Five Cys

residues (Cys62, Cys88, Cys154, Cys183, Cys275) are invariantly conserved among all known
l oz-subunits, and three Cys residues (Cys70, Cys95, Cys153) are conserved among all known

ß-subunits. Because of the extrusion data and the spectroscopic data implicating cysteinyl

mercaptide as ligands to both the P clusters and the FeMo-cofactor, the conservation of Cys

residues takes on greater significance. However, the conserved cys residues account for

only 16 of the 18 cys residues necessary for total thiol ligation to the P clusters. This

strongly suggests that other residues must function in both P cluster and FeMo-cofactor

ligation.

Intersubunit comparisons of the amino acid sequences of the MoFe cx- and ß-subunits

also revealed considerable sequence identities. The first three conserved cys residues in
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FIGURE 21. Alignment of the MoFe protein cz-subunit sequences from 5 vinelandii (Av),
Q. pneumoniae (Kp), Anabaena 7120 (An), Q. japonicum (Rj), Rhizobium sp. Parosponia
(PR), cowpea Rhizobium strain 1Rc78 (cR), and Q. pasteurianum (Cp) (see text for
references). Amino acid residues conserved in all seven organisms or in the six organisms
excluding Q. pasteurianum are boxed. Dashed lines represent alignment adjustments to
provide best fit. The five conserved cysteine residues are indicated by triangles above
sequence comparisons. Numbering refers to the 5. vinelandii sequence. Region I refers
to residues 60-100, Region II refers to residues 115-139, Region HI refers to residues 148-
163, Region IV refers to residues 180-206 and Region V refers to residues 270-288.
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FIGURE 22. Alignment of the MoFe protein ß-subunit sequences from A vinelandii (Av),
E. pneumoniae (Kp), Anabaena 7120 (An), Q. jagonicum (Rj), Rhizobium sp. Parasponia
(PR), and Q. pasteurianum (Cp). Amino acid residues conserved in all six organisms or in
the tive organisms excluding Q. pasteurianum are boxed. Dashed lines represent alignment
adjustments to provide best lit. The three conserved cysteine residues are indicated by
triangles above the sequence comparison. Amino acid residues that were substituted in
this study are indicated by arrows below the sequence comparison. Numbering refers to
the A. vinelandii sequence. Regions I, H and HI refer to residues 65-100, 110-135 and 147-I 162, respectively.
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the oz-subunit (Cys62, Cys88, Cys154) and the three conserved residues in the ß-subunit
(Cys70, Cys95, Cys153) are conserved sequentially and spatially.

c)Comparison of the MoFe protein subunits and the FeMo-cofactor biosgpthetic gene

I products NifE and NifN ‘
I Comparison of the predicted amino acid sequence of the g-encoded a-subunit and the
I g-encoded ß-subunit with the Qfj-encoded product and the @·encoded product,

respectively, revealed extensive regions of sequence identity (Fig.23) Four of the tive

conserved cys residues (Cys62, Cys88, Cys154, Cys275) in the MoFe protein cz-subunit are

also conserved in the NifE protein (Cys37, Cys62, Cys124, Cys250). One of the three

conserved residues in the MoFe ß·subunit (Cys95) is conserved in the NifN protein (Cys44).

These amino acid conservations led to the proposal that the g- and gfN_-gene products

form a complex having a composition analogous to the MoFe protein, which functions as

a scaffold for the biosynthesis of the FeMo·cofactor prior to insertion into the cofactorless—

MoFe protein (23). The following evidence supports the formation of such a complex: 1)

the MoFe protein is not required for the Q gig or Q g biosynthesis of FeM0·cofactor

(174), 2) the Qg synthesis of the FeMo-cofactor is dependent on the presence of NifE

and NifN (199), and 3) the NifEN protein complex was recently purified as an azßz tetramer A

(162).
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FIGURE 23. Comparison of the MoFe protein cz—subunit and the nif"E-encoded
polypeptide. Dashed lines represent alignment adjustments to provide best fit. Numbering

, refers to the cz-subunit sequence. The five conserved cysteine residues within the cz—subunit
are indicated by a triangle above the sequence comparison. Amino acids that were
substituted in this study are indicated by arrows below the sequence comparison. Roman

— numerals refer to oz-subunit regions as defined in Fig. 21.
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d) Model for the assigpment of potential MoFe protein metallocluster binding domains.
The P clustexs and the FeMo-cofactors are proposed to be located in distinct regions of

the MoFe protein (248, 205, 49, 210, 117, 116, 171, 133). Mossbauer spectroscopy indicates

i that the four P clusters have similar polypeptide environments, and therefore, four
structurally similar regions are predicted to accommodate P cluster binding (248, 205, 133).

>
Although no repeated sequences are present in either of the MoFe protein subunits, there

l are regions of the a-subunit which are similar to regions of the ß-subunit, as previously
discussed. Because the MoFe protein has an aß, configuration, these conserved regions
between the subunits provide four structurally similar environments and consequently are

proposed to function as P cluster binding domains. The presence of a conserved Cys

residues in each of these regions provides additional support for this model.

The two remaining conserved cys residues in the a-subunit of the MoFe protein (Cys 183

and Cys275) are proposed to function in FeMo—cofactor ligation. Evidence for this is that

the regions around both of these cys residues is highly conserved in all known a-subunits,

and there are significant sequence identity when these regions in the a-subunit are

compared to the corresponding region in the ß gene product. In addition. there are a

number of potential N-donor ligands flanking Cys183 and Cys275 in the a-subunit (Gln191,

His195, His196, Asn199, His274, Asn 281). This model also predicts that the FeMo-

cofactor is contained mostly, or perhaps entirely, within the a-subunit of the MoFe protein

(22).

The NifEN protein complex is proposed to form a scaffold on which the FeMo—cofactor

is synthesized (23). Because the FeMo—cofactor must be able to escape the NifEN complex
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during maturation of the MoFe protein, the regions of the MoFe protein and the NifEN
protein which associate with the FeMo-cofactor are expected to be structurally similar but
not identical so that they are functionally distinct. The FeMo-cofactor is predicted to bind
more tightly to the MoFe protein than to the NifEN complex and the tightness of the
association between the cofactor and the polypeptides is dependent upon the nature of the
amino acid residues interacting with the FeMo-cofactor in each of these proteins.

l Furthermore, the model also predicts that changing the environment around the FeMo-
cofactor in the NifE protein to more closely duplicate the environment around FeMo-
cofactor in the MoFe protein could result in the trapping of the FeMo-cofactor on the °

NifEN complex.

Analysis of Mutant Strains

In this study, amino acid substitutions within the gf;-E_ gene product were made such that

this polypeptide more closely resembled the corresponding MoFe protein a~subunit

sequence in the region around Cys183. This is one of a number of different approaches
which can provide information about potential FeMo—cofactor binding regions within the
MoFe protein. If the amino acid residues which are important in ligation coordination or
orientation of the FeMo—cofactor in the MoFe protein are substituted into the NifE protein

in the corresponding locations, the environment around FeMo—cofactor in the NifEN

complex might duplicate the MoFe protein closely enough to result in the trapping of

FeMo-cofactor on the NifEN complex. The wild type NifEN complex and FeMo-cofactor
~

are expected to form a weak association to allow FeMo—cofactor to escape the complex and

l
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FIGURE 24. Comparison of the MoFe protein cz-subunit and the nif'E·encoded polypeptide
in the Region IV where the site directed mutations were made in nifE. The stars indicate
the amino acid residues which were changed in the Niüi polypeptide. These residues were1 changed to the analagous residues in the MoFe protein 0:-subunit sequence indicated above.
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associate with cofactorless MoFe protein. The following amino acid residues in NifE were
systematically changed to the corresponding amino acid residues in the MoFe protein oz-
subunit: E-Ser-153 was changed to a Cys (corresponding to cz-Cys-183), E-Lys-160 was
changed to a Gln (corresponding to cx—Gln-191) and E-Asn-164 was changed to a His
residue (corresponding to a-His—195). The rationale behind targeting these amino acid

substitutions was their identification as potential FeMo·cofactor coordinating ligands in the

I MoFe protein oz-subunit (refer to previous section). The Cys residue at position 183 in the

oz-subunit is conserved among all known oz-subunits (Fig. 21). Substitution of cx-Cys-183 with

either an Ala or a Ser residue results in severely reduced diazotrophic growth capabilities
and MoFe protein activities suggesting that this Cys residue is important for function

(19,22). Substitution of the a~Gln-191 with a glu residue completely abolishes diazotrophic

growth, but nitrogenase—derepressed crude extracts of this strain (D191QE) exhibited

significant levels of acetylene reduction activity (20% of wild type) (19). The difference in

substrate utilization in D183CS and D191QE must be a result of their abilities to recognize
or reduce different substrates. Because FeMo·cofactor is the proposed site of substrate

binding and reduction, this feature is consistent with the hypothesis that the FeMo·cofactor

environment was changed in the MoFe proteins of these mutant strains.

Additional experiments were performed to change residues a—Gln·191 and a-His·195 to

the corresponding amino acid residues in NifE (19,22). Because NifE is predicted to have

a similar structure as the oz-subunit, particularly at the FeMo·cofactor binding region, and

because FeMo·cofactor is predicted to bind less tightly to NifE that to the oz-subunit, these

amino acid substitutions were predicted to test the functionality of the a-Gln-191 and oz-

I
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His-195 in FeMo-cofactor binding without causing severe global structural perturbations in
the MoFe protein. When oz-Gln—191 was changed to a lys residue (corresponding to E-
Lys-160) and oz-His-195 was changed to an asn residue (corresponding to E-Asn-164),

diazotrophic growth was abolished. However, nitrogenase·derepressed crude extracts from

both of these mutant strains reduced acetylene to ethylene and ethane. Nitrogenase-

derepressed crude extract of the wild type strain reduces acetylene exclusively to ethylene.

In addition, both mutant strains D191QK and D195HN exhibited EPR spectra changed in

both line shape and g value relative to that of the wild type strain (190). The
interpretation of these results is that substitution of Lys191 and His195 into the oz-subunit
causes an alteration in the region providing ligands to FeMo—cofactor.

The above results suggest that the region around Cys183 (specifically, residues Gln191 and

. His195) of the MoFe protein cz-subunit is involved in FeMo-cofactor binding in the MoFe

protein. By performing the analogous experiments to alter the NifE polypeptide to more
* closely duplicate the MoFe protein at this region, additional information about the functions

of these residues might be obtained. If the model is correct, as the MoFe protein FeMo-

cofactor binding site is more closely duplicated in NifE, diazotrophic growth capabilities of

the resultant mutant strains will progressively decrease. The site-directed mutant

strains constructed in this study (Fig. 24) and their Nif phenotypes are shown in Table 5.

Fig. 25 shows a comparison of the diazotrophic growth rates of these mutant strains. The

results appear to be consistent with what the model predicts. That is, in general, the strains

containing multiple amino acid residue substitutions (E153SC-160KQ, E160KQ-164NH, and

E153SC-160KQ·164NH) are more limited in their diazotrophic growth capabilities than are

l
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TABLE 5. Growth characteristics of the ß site—directed mutant and wild type strains.

Strain Nif Doubling
Phenotype time(h)

wild type + 2.5

E153SC + 2.5

E16OKQ + 3.5
E164N"H + 2.5

E153SC-160KQ + 3.5

E153SC-164NH + 5.3

E160KQ-164NH + 5.3E153SC-160KQ-164NH + 5.3
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the strains containing single amino acid residue substitutions (E153SC, 164NH, 160KQ).
However, although the diazotrophic growth rates of some of these mutation strains
is reduced all strains maintained the nitrogen fixing capabilities. One explanation for this
result is that the binding region in the NifEN complex does not duplicate the FeMo-
cofactor binding domain in the MoFe protein closely enough to completely trap the FeMo-
cofactor on the NifEN complex. Another possibility is that the model is incorrect and the
altered NifE protein is less capable of performing its function in the biosynthesis of the
FeMo-cofactor.

Mutant strain E153SC and E164NH exhibit wild type diazotrophic growth rates.
However, E153SC-E164NH exhibits signiticantly reduced diazotrophic growth relative to the
wild type strain. A possible explanation for this result is that the Cys residue at position
153 and the His residue at position 160 in NifE are individually unable to bind FeMo-
cofactor and cause a detectable change in binding. However, together these residues may
provide an environment in the mutant NifE protein which associates more tightly withI
FeMo-cofactor than the wild type NifE protein. Substitution of an additional residue (E-
Lys-160) with a Gln residue does not appear to generate an environment even more
conducive to FeMo-cofactor binding. However, E-Gln-160 in the mutant strain E160KQ
appears to associate with FeMo-cofactor in some fashion to retard its release from the
NifEN complex.

In a previous experiment several of the amino acid residues around the conserved Cys
residue at position 250 in the NifE protein (corresponding to oz-Cys-275 in the MoFe
protein) were changed to the corresponding residues in the MoFe protein (241). Cys275

I
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in the MoFe protein cz-subunit is the other Cys residue (in addition to a·Cys-183) proposed
to provide a potential thiol ligand to the FeMo-cofactor. Substitution of Cys275 with seven
different residues (Ser, Ala, Asp, Glu, Val, Thr and Gly) results in a strain which exhibits
no diazotrophic growth or MoFe protein activity (19,194). These experiments further

demonstrate the essential nature of this single Cys amino acid residue. When the
corresponding Cys residue in NifE (E-Cys-250) was substituted to a Ser residue, the
resulting i mutation strain is incapable of diazotrophic growth. This result strongly
suggests that E;Cys—250 and a—Cys-275 are vital for NifE and MoFe protein functions,

respectively.

Another gif}; mutation strain was constructed in which the Val residue at position 249

was changed to a His (corresponding to a-His-274), the Ser residue at position 251 was

changed to a Tyr (corresponding to a-Tyr—276) and the His residue at position 252 was

changed to an Arg (corresponding to oz-Arg-277) (241). By making these amino acid

substitutions the environment around E—Cys-250 in NifE theoretically more closely

duplicates the corresponding region (around cz-Cys-275) in the MoFe protein a-subunit.

This mutation strain exhibited significantly reduced diazotrophic growth rates. The

explanation for this result, as predicted by the model, is that the FeMo-cofactor is bound

more tightly to the mutant NifEN protein in this strain than to the wild type NifEN

complex because the FeMo-cofactor binding region more closely resembles the FeMo-

cofactor binding region in the MoFe protein. Because this strain retains some diazotrophic

growth capability, the FeMo-cofactor cannot be completely trapped on the mutant NifEN

complex. In order to obtain a mutant strain which does accumulate a NifEN complex
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which completely traps FeMo-cofactor, several other ß mutant strains should be
constructed. Regions around oz-cys-183 and a-cys-275 in the MoFe protein cz-subunit are

proposed to bind to different regions of the FeMo-cofactor (see Fig. 26). Consequently,
a NifEN complex which is altered in both of these corresponding regions (E-Ser-153 and
E-Cys-250) to resemble the regions in the MoFe protein may bind FeMo-cofactor
significantly tighter than the NifEN complexes altered at only one of these regions. Two
additional mutation strains, E153SC—160KQ-164NH-249VH and E153SC·160KQ—
164NH-249VH—251SY, could be constructed to test this hypothesis from the ß mutant

DNAs made in this study.

To determine whether these altered NifEN complexes are binding FeMo-cofactor more
tightly, the Q @ FeMo-cofactor biosynthesis procedure (recently developed by Shah and
co-worker (199) could be used. In this assay cell—free extracts of mutants with
complementary defects in FeMo-cofactor biosynthesis are mixed, and FeMo-cofactor
biosynthesis is initiated by the addition of dithionite, molybdate and ATP. If the @
mutant strains constructed in this study and the previous study (241) bind FeMo-cofactor
more tightly than the wild type NifEN complex, then extracts from these strains should

competitively inhibit Q FeMo-cofactor biosynthesis. These experiments have been

initiated by placing a deletion and kanamycin resistance-encoding insertion into the ß-
coding region in combination with the Q;_f§:_ mutations in strains E153SC-160KQ-164NH and
E248VH-251SY-252HR. NifB is one of the gene products essential for FeMo-cofactor
biosynthesis. Its function is unknown, but it may be involved in a step preceding the
involvement of the NifEN protein. NifB mutation strains accumulate a cofactorless-MoFe
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protein. Inactivation of NifB is important because it will ensure that the altered NifEN
product added to the experimental samples in the Q @ FeMo-cofactor biosynthetic assay
will not be ”pre—loaded" with FeMo-cofactor. If the altered NifEN protein donated from
the @ mutant strain extracts inhibits FeMo-cofactor biosynthesis in the assay, this will
indicate that the available Mo is sequestered by the altered FeMo-cofactor biosynthetic
complex.

Conclusions

The working model developed in this laboratory for the assignment of potential
metallocluster ligands in the MoFe protein predicts that the regions around cz-Cys—183 and
oz-Cys-275 of the MoFe protein oz-subunit comprises the FeMo-cofactor binding domains.
The NifEN protein complex appears to be structurally similar to the MoFe protein
particularly around the proposed FeMo-cofactor binding domain. The NifEN protein
complex is predicted to function as scaffold on which FeMo-cofactor is synthesized prior
to insertion into immature MoFe protein. Because the FeMo-cofactor must escape the
NifEN complex, the binding of FeMo-cofactor to the NifEN complex must be markedly
weaker than the binding of FeMo-cofactor to the MoFe protein. This model predicts that
if the NifEN complex is altered to more closely duplicate the MoFe protein at the FeMo-
cofactor binding domain, FeMo-cofactor may be partially trapped on the altered NifEN
protein complex. The results presented in this study are consistent with this prediction.
However, the possibility exists that the model is incorrect and that the NifEN complex has
another role in FeMo—cofactor biosynthesis. To verify the model several experiments should

l
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be performed. Because the @E_ mutation strains made in this study retained some level
of diazotrophic growth, a strain in which diazotrophic growth is completely abolished should

be isolated. Isolation of such a strain will provide additional indirect support for the
identification of the region around oz-Cys-183 and oz-Cys-275 as the FeMo-cofactor binding

domain. The altered NifEN complex should be tested for its ability to function in the Q
@ FeMo-cofactor biosynthetic assay. The strains containing an inactive NifB in

combination with the altered NifEN protein complex (DJ463 and DJ465) have been

constructed and await analysis. The altered NifEN protein complex should be purified and

the metal content analyzed. A purification scheme for the isolation of the wild type Nif]-EN

complex has been developed (162) and can be applied to the purification of the altered

NifEN complexed to determine if Mo is bound tight enough to be co-purified.
Determination of the EPR spectra of the altered NifEN products in whole cells and crude

extracts of the respective mutant strains could provide information about the similarity of

the environments around FeMo-cofactor in the NifEN protein and the MoFe protein. The

analysis of the ß mutant strains constructed in this study should help identify the amino

acid residues which function as ligands to the FeMo-cofactor in the MoFe protein, may

provide clues to the structure of the FeMo—cofactor, and may help determine the functions

of some of the other FeMo-cofactor biosynthetic gene products.
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APPENDD( I

The oligonucleotide mutagenic and sequencing primers used for the construction of
the gig-; site-directed mutagenesis project are located the draws labelled "Lisa" in the ·
80°C freezer. Mutagenic primers used in this study were the following:
E-Mn-1 E153SC (CGG TCG ACT GCG CCG GCI')]

E—Mn-2 E160KQ (TAC GGC ACC CAG AAC CTC)]

E-Mn-3 E164NH (ACC TCG GCC ACC GCA TCG)

The sequencing primer used was the following:

EP10 (ACG CAG TGT GCA AAG CC) used to screen

E153SC,
E160KQ,
E164NI—I,

E153SC-160KQ
E153SC-164NH
E160KQ·164NH
E153SC-160KQ-
164NH

The mutagenic and sequencing primers used by Mark Wilson also located in the same

box. 'I'he replicative form i site—directed mutant DNAs are also located in the -

80° C freezer and labelled in the following manner:

E153SC RF,
E160KQ RF,
E164NH RF,
E153SC-160KQ RF,
E153SC-164NH RF,
E160KQ-164NH RF,

139



140E135SC-160KQ-164NI-I RF

NifE site-directed mutant strains have been stocked and a description can be found in

the Plasmid and Strain Log Book. l

In addition to the ß site-directed mutant DNAs described in this study, another

I

site mutant template DNA was identiüed. This mutant template speciües four specific

I amino acid substitutions: E·Ser—153 to Cys, E-Lys-160 to Gln, E—Asn-164 to His and E-
I Val-249 to His. To construct this DNA, single stranded DNA from E153SC-160KQ-

164NH RF was mutagenized using a mutagenic primer for position E249VH. One

mutant template was identified after screening by single lane dideoxy sequencing (use

EP4). The supematant from this template was used to understreak, and four plaques

were purified. Theses plaque purified template DNAs are located on Val Cash’s shelf in

the ~20°C freezer. These plaques need to be sequenced and E153SC-160KQ—164NH-

249VH RF DNA needs to be isolated. Single stranded DNA from E153SC-160KQ-

164NH-249VH can subsequently be used to make a mfg sequence specifying five amino

acid substitutions at E153SC-160KQ-164NH-249VH-251SY. The mutagenic primer

needed for this site-directed mutagenesis experiment (EP4)is located in the box

ofprimersand mutenes.

The following is a list of Mark Wilson’s mfg mutagenic and sequencing primers (see

also Mark Wilson notebooks):
_

SEQUENCING PRIMERS

EP1 GAA AAG TCC GGC TGC GC

EP2 CGC ATC GGC ATG ACC AC
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EP3 ACC AAG AAC CTC GGC AA
EP4 GAA CTG GGC CPG CGG CT

EPS GAC ACC TCC CAG GCG CT

EP8 ATG AAA GCC AAG GAT

ATEP12GAG CCC GCC TGC AGT CA
MUTAGENIC PRIMERS

E2SSC AAG TCC GGC TCC GCC AAG

E37CS GAC GGT CGG TCC TCC TTC
E43Q-STOP GAC GGC GCG TAG ATC GCC '
E62CS CCG ATC GCT TCC GCC GGC

E90EQ CGA TCP CAC CCA GAA CGA

E92DE CCG AGA ACG AGG TGA TCA

E283—STOP GCC CGC ACC TAG GCG CPG
E401-S'POP GAC ATC AAC TAG GAG CGCE42CS CGT CAC GTC TCC ATC ACC




